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EDITOR’S NOTE 

On behalf of the editorial board and myself, I feel very proud to present to the world of 

language experts the inaugural issue of An International Journal of Language Sciences (IJLS) 

published by the School of Language Sciences, EFL University.  IJLS is a peer reviewed 

online research journal aiming to publish high quality research in all the areas of theoretical 

and applied linguistics and phonetics. It is published online twice a year.   

Although the academic world has several journals in Linguistics, I feel the  need for this 

journal firstly to provide space for many other young researchers in linguistics to publish their 

findings.  To this end, in addition to the articles from senior linguists, IJLS publishes papers 

by young research scholars.  In addition, because both the Linguistics and Phonetics 

departments in the EFL university have been well-established and known for the quality of 

teaching and research, particularly in theoretical linguistics and phonetics of English,  a 

journal like IJLS supported by these departments will definitely contribute to the development 

of the subject, disseminate the innovative ideas and findings, promote quality research and 

benefit many scholars in India and abroad.  Also I believe that most of the young research 

scholars do not find a platform to express their ideas and views, and hence IJLS would like to 

introduce a section on „squibs and discussions‟ which will open opportunities to publish 

research ideas and on-going research on various linguistic topics and issues.           

The present issue has seven articles in major areas of Linguistics and Phonetics including an 

invited article from Prof. K. Srikumar, Department of Linguistics, Lucknow University.  I am 

very much indebted to Prof. Srikumar for submitting his article without asking any questions.  

I would like to thank the Editorial Board and anonymous reviewers for helping us to bring out 

the journal within a short period of time.  Most importantly, I am extremely thankful to Prof. 

E. Suresh Kumar, Hon‟ble Vice Chancellor, EFL University for his initiative and constant 

encouragement to publish international online journal in Linguistics by the School of 

Language Sciences.      

Finally, I request all the prospective readers and contributors to provide their feedback and 

suggestions to improve the standard of the journal in order to serve the linguistics research 

community in a better way.    

 

Prof. M. Hari Prasad 

Dean 

School of Language Sciences 
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GLOTTAL REINFORCEMENT IN TELUGU CLEFT PALATE 

SPEECH: AN ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
1
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Abstract 

Due to insufficient structure and functioning of the velopharyngeal mechanism, cleft palate 

speakers cannot achieve velopharyngeal closure necessary for the articulation of oral 

phonemes. The most vulnerable oral phonemes are obstruents, as they require a build-up of 

high intra-oral pressure. Such individuals develop variant articulations in an attempt to 

compensate for their inability to produce the target phonemes. Inadequate intra-oral pressure 

is compensated by shifting the location/articulation of oral sounds to a posterior position in 

the vocal tract where there is a greater amount of air pressure. Glottal reinforcement is one 

such compensatory articulation in which articulation of a target obstruent is preceded by a 

glottal stop []. In normal speech, for instance, in English //, //, and // are sometimes 

preceded by [] (Roach, 1973). However, in cleft palate speech, it is considered to be atypical 

because it is adopted as a compensatory strategy for substituting the target obstruents. The 

aim of this paper is to find out the nature of glottal reinforcement in Telugu cleft palate speech 

in terms of its frequency of occurrence, the vulnerable target obstruents, and its acoustic 

characteristics. The data consisted of 28 single words, 14 short sentences and connected 

speech obtained from 17 (8 female and 9 male aged between 9 and 16 years) native Telugu 

speakers with a repaired cleft lip and palate. The acoustic characteristics were studied on 

wideband spectrograms using PRAAT. The study revealed that there are two types of glottally 

reinforced articulations: glottally reinforced oral plosives and glottally reinforced nasals and 

approximants, which occur only in the intervocalic position. 

Keywords: cleft palate, compensatory articulation, glottal reinforcement, acoustic analysis, PRAAT     

 

0. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cleft lip and/or palate is one of the most common congenital structural deformities which primarily 

affects the speech with reference to articulation, resonance, airflow, and voice quality. The most 

remarkable speech production problems demonstrated by cleft palate speakers are those related to 

Velopharyngeal Insufficiency (VPI), the insufficient structure and functioning of the velopharyngeal 

                                                           
1
 I am greatly indebted to Dr.C.Meena Debashish for introducing me to Acoustic Phonetics. I would like to thank 

for her insightful comments and productive discussions during the research. 
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mechanism. Due to VPI, cleft palate speakers cannot achieve velopharyngeal closure (i.e. the soft palate 

does not extend enough to close the nasal cavity) necessary for the articulation of oral phonemes. As a 

result, they are not able to maintain the necessary intra-oral pressure for the articulation of obstruents, 

and develop certain variant articulations in an attempt to compensate for their inability to produce the 

target phonemes. Inadequate intra-oral pressure is compensated by shifting the location/articulation of 

oral sounds to a posterior position in the vocal tract where there is a greater amount of air pressure. 

Glottal reinforcement is one such compensatory articulation frequently observed in cleft palate speech. 

The aim of this paper is to identify the characteristics of glottally reinforced articulations in Telugu
2
 

cleft palate (hereafter TCP) speech in terms of its frequency of occurrence, the vulnerable target 

obstruents, and its acoustic features. 

 

1.  Methodology 

 

1.1 Subjects and Test Material 

The subjects are 17 Telugu speaking individuals, eight girls and nine boys in the age group of 9 and 16 

years, with a repaired cleft lip and palate. The subjects were grouped into three on the basis of the type 

of cleft: UCLP (unilateral cleft lip and palate), BCLP (bilateral cleft lip and palate), or CPO (cleft palate 

only).  Subjects 1 to 8 belong to UCLP group, 9 to 15 to BCLP group, and 16 and 17 to CPO group. 

 

A specifically devised test material (based on the recommendations of Henningsson et al. 2008) which 

consists of 28 single words and 14 short sentences was used.
3
 In addition to this, natural speech was 

                                                           
2
 Telugu is a Dravidian language. It is the official language of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. 

3
 Henningsson et al. (2008) recommend that a speech sample consisting of a controlled single word and sentence 

stimuli can be used to assess different aspects of cleft palate speech. They provide specific guidelines to be 

applied in the preparation of single words and sentences. Some of the essential guidelines include that all the test 

words should contain only one type of target obstruent per word, and the list should not include any nasal 

consonants etc. Based on these guidelines, single words and sentence stimuli were prepared in collaboration with 

a speech-language therapist who has been working in the cleft care field for five years. One of the major 

contributions of this research is the development of this test material which can specifically be used to assess 

Telugu cleft palate speech with all age groups. 
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elicited through conversation/picture description task. 14 obstruents of Telugu (8 plosives, 2 affricates, 

and 4 fricatives) were considered as the target consonants as they are the most vulnerable speech sounds 

for cleft palate speakers. The target obstruents are listed in the following table. 

Table 1. Target obstruents. 

 Bilabial Dental Alveolar Alveo-

palatal 

Retroflex Velar Glottal 

Plosives                                        

Affricates                

Fricatives   S  ʂ   

 

 

For each target consonant, two words were listed, with the target consonant occurring in the word-initial 

(WI) and word-medial (WM) positions.
4
  

 

1.2 Analysis of the data 

The data was analyzed by employing a combination of perceptual and acoustic analysis. The speech was 

transcribed phonetically using IPA (2015), ExtIPA, and VoQS symbols (2008). Based on the 

transcription, the divergent patterns were identified and their acoustic characteristics were studied on 

wideband spectrograms using PRAAT (version 5.5.04). The frequency range was set to 0-5,000 Hz and 

the window length as 0.005 seconds to obtain wideband spectrograms.  

 

2. Glottal reinforcement in Telugu cleft palate speech 

Glottal reinforcement (also called glottalization or pre-glottalization) is the phenomenon of 

the occurrence of a phoneme simultaneously with a glottal stop.  For instance, in English, //, 

//, and // are sometimes preceded by [] as in /:/ ‘popcorn’, ‘// ‘better’, 

                                                           
4
 Consonants do not occur in word-final position in Telugu. 
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// ‘get it’, where oral closure of plosives is preceded by a glottal closure (Roach, 

1973).  In cleft palate speech, glottal reinforcement is considered to be atypical because the 

subjects adopt it as a compensatory strategy for substituting the target sounds.  

 

In TCP speech, intervocalic glottally reinforced articulations were observed in ten subjects 

from all the three groups: S1, S5, and S6 (UCLP group), S10, S12, S13, S14, and S15 (BCLP 

group), and S16 and S17 (CPO group).  Further, it was observed that the glottally reinforced 

articulations identified in TCP speech are of two types: glottally reinforced oral plosives and 

glottally reinforced nasals and approximants. These are discussed below. 

 

2.1 Glottally reinforced oral plosives 

The oral plosives which are mainly affected by glottal reinforcement are //, //, //, and //.  

// and // were realized as [] and [] respectively by S15, // was realized as [t    by 

S13, and // as] by S6 as seen in the following examples. 

Eg:  [: :   for /:::/  ‘one boy’ 

  k :t      for   /:/  ‘monkey’ 

                              :         for          /:/                   ‘leaf’ 

As Brondsted et al. (1994) describe, cleft palate speakers employ glottal reinforcement as a 

compensatory strategy to strengthen the oral plosive. The spectrogram of [:] from the 
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word [: :  ( :::/ ‘one boy’) of S15 is given in Figure 1 to describe the 

acoustic features of [].  

 
                                                                                        :  

Figure 1.  Spectrogram of [:] from the word [:  :  ( :::/
5
 ‘one boy’) of S15 depicting 

acoustic features of []. 
  

In the above spectrogram, closure duration of the intervocalic consonant is more when 

compared to a single occurrence of [], which indicates the presence of two consonants. But 

this is definitely not a case of gemination as both the auditory perception and the acoustic 

cues do not support it. Further, [] is devoiced which is due to the assimilatory effect of the 

preceding []. The glottal reinforcement is also substantiated by the presence of creakiness
6
 in 

the terminal portion of the preceding vowel (irregularly spaced glottal pulses are shown in 

                                                           
5
 In this target word, there is gemination of //, however, the subject did not articulate it as a geminated /b/ 

instead articulated it as []. 
6
 Gordon (2001) points out that the presence of glottal stops is often identified by the presence of creakiness on 

adjacent sounds. In creaky phonation, the posterior portions of the vocal cords are drawn together making the 

vocal cords thicker allowing the anterior portions to vibrate. Acoustically, it is characterized by irregularly 

spaced glottal pulses and reduced acoustic intensity.  
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box).  For the second segment [], it can be observed that there is a release burst (shown with 

an arrow in the figure), and the rising F2 and F3 transitions from a lower to a higher 

frequency in the following vowel indicate its place of articulation i.e. bilabial.  However, as 

// is devoiced here there is no voice bar. 

2.2 Glottally reinforced nasals and approximants 

Glottally reinforced nasals and approximants observed in TCP speech occur as substitutions 

for the target obstruents. These are summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2.  Targets articulated as glottally reinforced nasals and approximants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated in Table 2, glottally reinforced bilabial nasal [] was observed as a 

substitution for target bilabial plosives // and //:  voiceless // was realized as [] by S15, 

Pattern Targets 

affected 

Subjects 

[] // S15 

// S1, S10, S12, S14, S17 

[] // S1, S10, S17 

// S1 

// S17 

// S15 

[] // S10 

[] // S13 

// S17 

// S1, S5, S10, S12, S16 

// S1, S12, S13 

/s/ S14 

 ȿ  S17 
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and the voiced // as [] by S1, S10, S12, S14, and S17.  Another divergent pattern, 

glottally reinforced denti-alveolar nasal [], occurs as a substitution for targets //, //, //, 

and //.  // was realized as [] by S1, S10, and S17; // as [] by S1, // as [] by S17, 

and // as [] by S15.  In addition to this, a glottally reinforced palatal nasal [] occurs in 

the speech of S10 as a substitution for //. 

Further, instances of glottally reinforced palatal approximant [] were also observed. The 

affected targets are //, //, //, / ,  s , and  ȿ .   / was realized as [] by S13, // as 

[] by S17, // as [] by S1, S5, S10, S12, and S16, // as [] by S1, S12, and S13, /s/ 

as [  by S14, and  ȿ  as  ] by S17. A few examples are listed below. 

 

 Eg: [:    for /:/ ‘boy’ 

  [  ]  for //  ‘five’ 

  ::  for /:/ „person’s name’ 

  [ ::]  for /s:s:/ ‘bottle’ 

Glottal stop occurrence was more difficult to perceive when it preceded nasals and 

approximants than when it preceded the oral plosives.  For instance, articulation of target // 

in WM position in the word /:/ ‘boy’ by S1 was initially perceived as just [] rather than 
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[].  However, acoustic cues provide ample evidence for the occurrence of [] as seen in the 

spectrogram of [:] (of S1) (Fig 2). 

 

                                                             :      

Figure 2.  Spectrogram of [:] from the word [:   (/:/‘boy’) of S1 depicting acoustic features of 

[]. 

 

In the above figure, the acoustic cues for [] and the accompanying consonant (here []) in 

the intervocalic position can be observed.  The adduction of the vocal cords for [] is 

acoustically evident as a „gap‟ in both the waveform and the spectrogram, which is further 

supported by the presence of creaky phonation (in the form of irregularly spaced glottal 

pulses) in the terminal portion of the preceding vowel (shown here with long arrows. This can 

be compared with Figure 1). The accompanying segment (marked [] in the figure) displays 

lower energy and lighter formants than the following vowel. The formant values for this 

segment are:  F1 around 250 Hz, F2 just below 2,000 Hz, and F3 around 3,000 Hz.  Further, 
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the formant transitions are from a lower to a higher frequency indicating a bilabial 

articulation. 

 

The following is a spectrogram of : (/:/ ‘seven’) of S13, who realized target // 

as [].  

 

                                                                 :         

Figure 3. Spectrogram of : (/:/ ‘seven’) of S13 depicting acoustic features of []. 

 

In Figure 3, it can be observed that [] is accompanied by a palatal glide [].  [] displays a 

closure duration, and [] its formant structure: The irregular vertical striations seen during the 

[] and the terminal portion of the preceding vowel are indicative of creaky phonation; [] 

has a formant structure similar to the high front vowel // (as it is a glide from // position to 

the following vowel in a word).  For the latter, there is a rise in F1 and a glide in F2 falling 

from high (around 2,800 Hz) to lower (2,200 Hz) frequency.  F3 also drops from around 

3,800 Hz to 3,400 Hz. 
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3. Conclusions 

 

In TCP speech, glottally reinforced articulations were observed in ten subjects from all the 

three groups: S1, S5, and S6 (UCLP group), S10, S12, S13, S14, and S15 (BCLP group), and 

S16 and S17 (CPO group).  This is an indication that it is a compensatory articulation adopted 

by the subjects of all cleft-types.  Generally, in glottal reinforcement only the oral obstruents 

are preceded by []. Interestingly, in TCP speech, two types of glottally reinforced 

articulations were observed in the intervocalic position: glottally reinforced oral plosives 

and glottally reinforced nasals and approximants. The oral plosives //, //, //, and // 

were subjected to glottal reinforcement (,  t  , and ).  And, glottally reinforced 

bilabial nasal [] as a substitution for bilabial plosives // and //; glottally reinforced denti-

alveolar nasal [] for targets //, //, / /, and //; glottally reinforced palatal nasal [] for 

/ /; and glottally reinforced palatal approximant [] for targets //, //, //, / /, /s/, and 

 ȿ  were observed.  Glottal stop occurrence was difficult to perceive, however, the acoustic 

cues provided ample evidence for the occurrence of [] preceded by one of these oral 

plosives, nasals or approximants. The occurrence of glottal stop is substantiated by the closure 

duration of [] and presence of creakiness in the terminal portion of the preceding vowel. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the syntactic and prosodic encoding mechanisms of Information 

Structure in Malayalam and Malayalam English. The paper attempts to answer the following 

questions: 

 What are the prosodic and syntactic means of focussing in Malayalam? 

 Is there any prosodic transfer from Malayalam L1 to English L2? 

 If Malayalam is a non-plastic language, how is „givenness‟ expressed in Malayalam 

English?  

 Do Malayalam English speakers employ the same strategy to denote „Givenness‟ as 

observed by Southern British English speakers(SBE)?  

 Is there inconsistency in terms of adopting prosodic cues to highlight information 

structure, which is indicative of a developmental stage?  

 Can naturalistic data be profitably used to investigate focus at the syntax-prosody 

interface?  

Naturalistic data was collected from 3 speakers of Malayalam English, who were given a 

topic to debate on. This was compared to the speech of 3 native speakers of English. The long 

audio files were segmented and annotated in PRAAT (Boersma &Weenink 2014), indicating 

the syntactic strategy, type of focus and prosodic phrasing.  Results indicated that Malayalam, 

being a non-plastic language, retains its preference for clefting and left alignment in the L2 

English speech as it does in Malayalam.  

Keywords: plastic vs. non-plastic languages, givenness vs. new, deaccentuation, prosodic 

transfer from L1 to L2, naturalistic data, types of clefting, left alignment  

mailto:ghoshbitapi92@gmail.com
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1.0.  Introduction 

Languages of the world have been broadly classified under two heads- plastic and non-plastic 

(Vallduvi 1991) based on the mechanisms used to mark new and given information in 

discourse. Plastic languages mark new and given information prosodically with a marked 

pitch accent on new information and with an absence of pitch accent on given information 

(i.e. deaccentuation).   

1. A. Would you like some CHOCOLATE? 

B. No thanks, I don‟t EAT chocolate.     (Avasani and Vayra 2005) 

Research has shown that non-plastic languages (for e.g. Italian or Spanish), on the other hand, 

encode information status by syntactic means and generally, tend to resist the deaccentuation 

of given referents (Cruttenden 1993, Avasani and Vayra 2005). The syntactic mechanisms 

involved are focus fronting or clefting. However, in recent times, empirical studies do not 

fully agree with a neat binary division of this kind and have shown that non-plastic languages 

could resort to both word order variations as well as intonation depending on the constituent 

that is focussed (subject or object, cf. Büring & Gutierrez-Bravo 2001, Zubizarreta 1998) and 

the focus type (information and contrastive focus, cf. Andez-Soriano 2013, Gabriel et al 2009, 

Vanrell &Fern, Dufter 2009).  

In this paper, we examine the prosodic and syntactic mechanisms of focussing in the 

Dravidian language, Malayalam and also compare it to Malayalam English to see if there is 

any prosodic transfer from L1 to L2. 
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2.0.  Information Structure of Malayalam 

Malayalam is one of the four major Dravidian languages of southern India and is spoken in 

the state of Kerala. It has approximately 38 million speakers worldwide.  It is a Nominative – 

Accusative language with a SOV word order. Féry (2010) noted the following regarding 

Malayalam: 

“Prosody may not play a very important role in the expression of information 

structure. Malayalam has at least two strategies for the expression of focus: suffixation 

of a focus particle and change of word order.”   (Féry (2010:308)) 

However, recent studies show that the language employs both syntactic and prosodic 

strategies to mark focus. An examination of how these strategies are realized, the environment 

in which the strategies occur and the functions they meet in the language would hence help us 

to make observations that can contribute to the existing theoretical frameworks regarding 

focus marking. The following section will briefly discuss the syntactic and prosodic strategies 

that exist in Malayalam to mark focus.  

2.1. Syntactic Means of Marking Focus 

A. Clefting 

Malayalam employs syntactic marking of focus as it can be clearly seen in wh-phrases and 

clefting and pseudo-clefting. The examples below illustrate this phenomenon and are taken 

from Jayaseelan (2004) and Madhavan (1987). 
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2. kutti       aaNə   aanaye              nulliyatə              

Child-NOM   is   elephant-ACC   pinch PAST 

     „It is child who pinched the elephant‟                           (Madhavan 1987, p.13)  

 

3. Njan    dharichirikkunn-awa              puthiya wasthraŋŋal  aaNə  

I-NOM  wear. Pr. Prog- a[+neut    new       clothes       ar +pl] 

„What I am wearing are new clothes‟                                (Madhavan 1987, p.105) 

4. aarə       aaNə      ninne          talli(y)atə                           

     Who         copula   you-ACC   hit-PAST Nominalizer 

    “Who is it that hit you”                                                     (Jayaseelan 2004, p.7) 

 

In the examples given above, sentence (2) shows clefting in Malayalam to mark focus. 

Sentences (3) and (4) show movement for focus in pseudo clefts and Wh phrases respectively. 

Madhavan (1987) analyses structures like (2) and (3) as having a bipartite structure: with first 

part consisting of the focus (here, „child) and the copula (here, aaNə) and the second part 

consisting of the presupposition part. This structure is similar to that of cleft constructions in 

English except for the presence of a pleonastic „it‟ in the latter constructions. Madhavan 

(1987) however points out that the order of elements in Malayalam in cleft constructions is 

not as rigid as that of English. He uses the following sentences to support his observation.  
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5. aanaye              nulliyatə       kutti      aaNə          

       elephant-ACC     pinch PAST  Child-NOM  is 

      „It is child who pinched the elephant‟      

6.  aanaye               kutti      aaNə        nulliyatə        

        elephant-ACC     Child-NOM  is    pinch PAST   

       „It is child who pinched the elephant‟       

7.  *kutti       aanaye             nulliyatə       aaNə    

         Child       elephant-ACC   pinch-PAST   is 

8.  kutti       aanaye        aaNə      nulliyatə   

       Child       elephant-ACC is        pinch-PAST        

9.  *aanaye            aaNə      nulliyatə        kutti 

        Elephant-ACC     is         pinch-PAST   child 

The author rightly notes that in cleft constructions, the restriction is that the focus and the 

copula occur together (sentences (5) and (6)). When this restriction is violated, the sentence 

becomes either ungrammatical (sentences (7) and (9)) or yields a different interpretation 

(sentence 8). With respect to this observation, Madhavan (1987) suggests that „aaNə‟ can be 

considered as a focus marker (FM) in Malayalam.  

B. Scrambling 

The second mechanism used to signal contrastive focus in Malayalam is scrambling the 

focussed constituent to the pre-verbal position. Jayaseelan (2004) notes, that Malayalam has 

movement of the wh-phrase in constituent questions to the position immediately to the left of 

V (Verb). 
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„It appears to be now generally acknowledged that in OV languages, the position to 

the immediate left of V is a Focus position; it has been so characterized in German, for 

example (Fanselow 2001:409). What these languages do then can be seen as moving 

their wh-phrases into an IP-internal Focus position, instead of into COMP.  

(1) a.  nin-ne     aarə  talli ? 

          you-acc.  who  beat(Past) 

„Who beat you?‟ 

                 b.  *aarə  nin-ne      talli ? 

who  you-acc.  beat(Past) 

(2) a.  awan  ewiDe     pooyi ? 

he  where     went 

„Where did he go?‟ 

     b.  *ewiDe  awan pooyi ? 

where   he      went 

(3)  a.  nin-akkə  ii pustakam  aarə tannu ? 

you-dat.  this book  who gave 

„Who gave you this book?‟ 

       b. *aarə  nin-akkə  ii pustakam  tannu ? 

who  you-dat.  this book  gave 

 

(The „canonical‟ order of the verb and its arguments in Malayalam is: „Subject – 

Indirect Object - Direct Object - V‟, i.e. the order in (3b).)‟    Jayaseelan (2004: 

6)) 
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According to Jayaseelan, the wh-phrase in situ is ungrammatical. The question that arises is 

if Malayalam is a „true‟ non-plastic language that uses only syntactic means of focussing and 

desists deaccentuation of post-focal material.  Recent studies have disputed this.  

 

2.2.  In-situ Focus: Prosodic Focus 

  

Though not a prominent one, another strategy used to mark focus in Malayalam is a prosodic 

means of marking focus. If there is no syntactic movement, there is prosodic assignment of 

stress in Malayalam.  

10. patti kurachu 

      dog barked 

      „The dog barked.‟ 

11. naduvu vedanikku nnu 

      back ache 

      „(my) back hurts.‟ 

12.  aarə  aapil  kazhuchu? 

Who (nom) apple eat past? 

„Who ate the apple?‟ 

13. Njaan Apple kazhuchu 

              I-nom Apple eat-past 

             „I (Focus) ate an apple‟. 
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Moreover, Kidwai and Sanyal (2011) reveal that information focus is marked prosodically in 

Malayalam and clefting (that leads to pitch compression) is used for exhaustive identification 

or contrastive focus.  

Kidwai and Sanyal (2011) talk about focus alignment and different focus types in Malayalam. 

They note that the left edge in Malayalam has pragmatic salience, a presupposition 

interpretation and phonologically surfaces with invariably a LH pitch pattern which can also 

encode new information focus. The right edge, on the other hand, has a falling L tone in 

declaratives.   

They also mention that information focus in Malayalam is marked phonologically and is not 

restricted to the preverbal position. The syntactic rule of clefting, they observe, involves 

syntactic raising to focus position, which is the syntactic marking, and is marked 

phonologically with pitch compression in PF.   

Nagarajan and George (2017) observed that prosodic focus was preferred: 

• in intransitives (which could be taken as pre-verbal as well)  

• in monotransitives, when the sentences consisted of just 3 words 

It was not preferred in ditransitives. Moreover, length of utterance and speech rate were 

crucial factors in the use of focussing mechanisms in Malayalam. Hence, they concluded that 

clefts are employed to create a separate minor phrase so that stressed constituents are left 

aligned to the minor phrase (as in French (Hamlaoui (2007)) 
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Thus, in a nutshell, it can be said that both syntactic and prosodic means of marking focus co- 

exist in the language although the former is the dominant one. The main task in the pilot study 

conducted was to investigate the focus mechanisms used by speakers of Malayalam English, 

identify the preferred one and provide reasons for it. 

3.0.   The present study: Information Structure of Malayalam English 

The primary aim of our study was to check if there was any prosodic transfer from the L1, i.e. 

Malayalam to their L2, i.e. Malayalam English. Secondly, if Malayalam is a non-plastic 

language, how is „givenness‟ expressed in Malayalam English? Do Malayalam English 

speakers employ the same strategy to denote „Givenness‟ as observed by Southern British 

English speakers (SBE)? Is there inconsistency in terms of adopting prosodic cues to highlight 

information structure, which is indicative of a developmental stage? The study also aims at 

testing if naturalistic data could be profitably used to investigate focus at the syntax-prosody 

interface.  

3.1. Methodology 

The variety of English used for investigation in our study was Malayalam English.  

Naturalistic data was collected from 3 male participants (all speakers of Malayalam English 

and of the same age group (28-35) and background (IT professionals working in Bengaluru),   

who were given a topic to debate on (Who is a better actor: Mohanlal or Mammooty?). This 

was recorded on a voice recorder and the long audio files were segmented and annotated in 

PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink 2014).  
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This was compared to the speech of 3 male native speakers debating on a similar topic (Who 

is a better player: Messi or Ronaldo?), the source of which was ESPN FC: Pundits on who‟s 

the better player Lionel Messi or Ronaldo(R9) Published on Apr 26, 2017. This data was 

extracted and analyzed.  

This approach was unlike most current work on focus which is based on sentences just read or 

elicited in response to highly standardized and often somewhat artificial stimuli. Secondly, 

language used in a natural context provided a more naturalistic setting for use of different 

types of focus (information, contrastive, corrective etc.). Leech (2000) stresses the importance 

of naturalistic data/ conversational grammar as: 

• conversational grammar reflects a shared context;  

• conversational grammar avoids elaboration or specification of reference;  

• conversational grammar is interactive grammar;  

• conversational grammar highlights affective content: personal feelings and attitudes; 

• conversational grammar has a restricted and repetitive lexicogrammatical repertoire; 

• conversational grammar is adapted to the needs of real-time processing.  

Leech (2000) 

The long audio files were segmented and annotated in PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink 1996), 

indicating the syntactic strategy, type of focus and prosodic phrasing. The pitch patterns were 

analyzed using ToBI. The study was a pilot one and there were the following limitations: 
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(i) Lack of experimental control that is inherent in naturalistic data  

(ii) Unequal/ biased quantities  

3.2.  Observations 

A detailed analysis of the data revealed the following: 

3.2.1. Use of Syntactic Devices  

The Malayalam English data showed the use of different types of clefts to mark contrastive 

focus.  

(i) Demonstrative clefts: e.g. That‟s why they cheered for him.  

Demonstrative Clefts are clefts that are introduced by a demonstrative pronoun, and followed 

by a copula. The cleft clause is introduced by a wh-word and has a subject pronoun. The verb 

in the cleft clause expresses physical action and if there is focal stress, it falls on the cleft 

construction e.g. „THAT‟S what I thought.‟ (Calude 2008) 
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(ii) Th-clefts: e.g. That‟s one of the reasons why he got entry into movies.  

Th-clefts are introduced by a demonstrative pronoun, followed by a copula. This is followed 

by a definite noun phrase like ‘the reason, the one, the thing, the place, the time etc.’ 

and then, a relative clause. In wh-clefts, the word preceding the relative clause begins with 

„wh‟ but in th-clefts, it begins with „th‟ (Collins 1991) 

 

(iii) Truncated clefts: e.g. That‟s one of the differentiating factor.  

Truncated clefts are introduced by either „it they‟. They look like clefts minus the cleft clause. 

In truncated clefts, the pronoun is anaphoric to (non-)linguistic context and in a cleft clause, it 

is cataphoric to cleft clause (Mikkelsen 2005). 
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(iv). Wh-clefts: e.g. What made him Sachin Tendulkar not just his natural gift. 

Wh-clefts are introduced by a wh-clause, followed by a copula and then, the cleft phrase, i.e. 

+focus 

 

(v)  It-clefts: e.g. It is all more about the passion rather than skill. 
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These clefts are introduced by „it‟, followed by a copula and then, the cleft phrase, which is 

+focus. This is finally followed by a cleft clause, which is a relative clause. 

 

Apart from the various types of clefts noted above, another syntactic device that was used was 

Focus Fronting: e.g. Similar hard work they have put in.  

In Focus Fronting, a focussed constituent is fronted to the left periphery from its original 

position. Here, the object is focussed and is fronted to the left periphery/edge.  
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3.2.2. Use of Focus markers  

Speakers of Malayalam English also used morphological devices like use of focus markers, 

even, still and just.  

Sample sentences:  

a. One of the reason why people still call him a great actor or a good actor is that even in 

the stupidest movies he single-handedly lifts or drives the movie.  

b. Even in a stupid movie like that recent one forgot the name where he plays a cop 

retired cop aa Villain you feel that the movie could have been a lot better.  

c.  Despite a poorly written script and everything he still delivers the pain of a retired 

police officer.  

d. There are still things that he delivers. Even in stupidly crafted movies.  
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e. when people say Mohanlal still is a great actor and Mammooty may not be that much.  

f.  ...you can still feel Mammooty as Mammooty here.  

Even was used 4 times, still 5 times and just 2 times.   

3.2.3. Givenness in Malayalam English 

„Givenness‟ is marked in English by „deaccentuation‟ and „shorter vowel length of the 

given referent‟. A comparison of the vowel length of „given‟ referents in „SBE‟ and 

„Malayalam English‟ would answer the following questions:  

(i) Do Malayalam English speakers use „deaccentuation‟ and „vowel shortening‟ 

as prosodic correlates of „givenness‟ like in SBE?  

(ii) Is there inconsistency in terms of adopting prosodic cues to highlight 

information structure, which is representative of a developmental stage?  

(iii) Is there prosodic transfer from L1 to L2?  

Study of native French speakers learning Dutch (Non-plastic and Plastic languages 

respectively) reveals a high degree of prosodic transfer of L1 French accentuation strategies in 

L2 Dutch Speech (Raiser and Hiligsmann 2009). L1 transfer in other L2 prosodic features, 

such as duration and Pitch accent distribution has also been attested in works by Lepetit 1989 

and Ueyama 2000. The results of the above mentioned studies indicate that the acquisition of 

plastic prosodic strategies is problematic for native speakers of non-plastic languages.  

The following table illustrates the duration of „given‟ information: 
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Table 1: Comparison of duration in ‘given’ information (the variables of discourse 

proximity and syntactic category were kept constant)   

Vowel Duration in SBE      

Speaker 1  Speaker 2  Speaker 3  

 peak  best  best  

Occurrence 1: 386 ms  Occurrence 1: 389 ms  Occurrence 1: 373 ms  

Occurrence 2: 279 ms  Occurrence 2: 302 ms  Occurrence 2: 246 ms  

 

Vowel Duration in Malayalam English 

Speaker 1  Speaker 2  Speaker 3  

actor  Jeyan  skill  

Occurrence 1: 294 ms  Occurrence 1: 454 ms  Occurrence 1: 278 ms  

Occurrence 2: 251 ms  Occurrence 2: 364 ms  Occurrence 2: 428 ms  

cop    

Occurrence 1: 373 ms    
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Occurrence 2: 381 ms    

movie    

Occurrence 1: 763 ms    

Occurrence 2: 477 ms    

 

The vowel duration given above, shows that Malayalam English speakers are not consistent in 

shortening the vowel and deaccentuating the „given‟ referent, while SBE speakers do show 

„deaccentuation‟ and „shortening‟ systematically.  

3.2.4. Irregular chunking or phrasing pattern 

The next feature that we studied was the phonological phrasing patterns in Malayalam English 

and compared them to SBE. 

The following were the characteristics of Malayalam English prosody: 

Irregular phrasing pattern  

a. phrase break after determiners  

 e.g.     That‟s one of the   differentiating factor     

     That‟s   one of the   reasons  why he got / entry into movies //  

b. syntax-prosody misalignment 
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  e.g.     That‟s why they   cheered for him     

  // Similar / hard work / they have / put in //  

  // What / made him / Sachin Tendulkar // not // just his natural gift //  

  / There are / still things / that he / delivers //  

c. no auxiliary reduction  

 e.g.  //It is all // more about the / passion / rather than skills //  

Frequent breaks and pauses within a sentence.  

 e.g. // Even // in a / stupid movie // like that / recent one // aaa / 

4.0. Discussion and Conclusion 

The pilot study clearly indicated a preference for the syntactic mechanism of clefting to mark 

contrastive focus in Malayalam English. The interesting aspect was the use of a variety of 

cleft constructions, not all of which have been documented in previous studies. An overall 

preference for clefting (demonstrative, th-, truncated, wh- rather than It-cleft) and irregular 

prosodic phrasing and accentuation was observed in the Malayalam English data.  

Malayalam is a relatively free word-order language, which is left aligned. Clefted 

constructions are used frequently to denote contrastive focus. As per Fery‟s (2013) 

classification of languages, as either FA (Focus as Alignment) or FP (Focus as Prominence),  

Malayalam can be classified as a FA language, where a focussed constituent is aligned with 

the left edge, whereas English is a Focus-Prominence language (FP).  
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Fery (2013) classifies the languages of the world as either FA or FP based on their prosodic 

features. She notes that focus is universally left or right aligned prosodically and that 

alignment and prominence should be treated as two separate phenomena. This is because not 

all languages associate focus with prominence, but all languages try to align focus 

prosodically. Alignment may be obtained in the absence of prominence. Conversely, 

prominence can be present without alignment.  In FA languages, a focused constituent may be 

just aligned, with no other acoustic cue and in FP languages, acoustic prominence is added to 

the focus. In so-called scrambling languages, syntactic constituents may be arranged in 

different ways inside a single ι-phrase, and these languages may use this property to align 

focus with the edge of an ι-phrase or use a cleft construction.  

A close examination of Malayalam English shows that it follows the principle of left 

alignment as in Malayalam. Hence, syntactic mechanisms like clefting and focus fronting are 

used to place the focussed constituent at the left edge.  

Malayalam, being a non-plastic language, retains its preference for clefting and left alignment 

in the L2 English speech too. The results of various L2 acquisition studies (Raiser and 

Hiligsmann 2009, Lepetit 1989 and Ueyama 2000) indicate that the acquisition of plastic 

prosodic strategies is problematic for native speakers of non-plastic languages due to this 

difference of being an FA or FP language. It is to be noted that these findings are preliminary 

and tentative. A larger corpus of data needs to be studied to corroborate these findings.  
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Abstract 

This paper tries to draw the parallels between Distinctive Features theory and Paninian 

Maheshwara Sutras which are distant in time and space. Distinctive features, popularised 

by Chomsky and Halle in 1968 with the publication of Sound Patterns of English, claims 

that phonemes are not the minimal distinctive unit in the sound system of a language as 

they can be decomposed into distinctive features constituting them. On the contrary, 

Paninian Shiva sutras which precede his Astadhyayi in the form of 14 sutras indirectly 

provide reference to phonetic specifications and articulatory details involved in the 

arrangement and organization of Sanskrit phonemes. The principle governing DF theory 

is binarism whereas the principle of phonetic similarity and pattern congruity can be 

considered as building blocks of Paninian Maheshwara Sutras. However, the way DF 

theory categorises the segments in terms of Major class features, Cavity features, 

Laryngeal features, Manner features etc based on phonetic parameters pertaining to place 

and manner can have some shared assumptions with that of Paninian Maheshwara Sutra 

which categorises vowels, glides, nasals, sibilants and stops in separate classes and 

therefore in separate sutras. Although it is not possible to have one to one correspondence 

between Paninian Sutras and Disntinctive Feature theory the principle of economy and 

precision can be shown as the common property between the two approaches. 

Key words: Maheshwara sutra, Distinctive Features, Binarism, Phonetic similarity 

 

1.0   Introduction: 

Panini is an Indian grammarian who wrote a treatise on the grammar of Sanskrit language, 

using a system of notation called Pratyaharas based on the arrangement of Sanskrit speech 

sounds in the form of 14 verses called the Maheshwara sutras. The Distinctive Feature theory 

is a phonological theory proposed by Roman Jakobson and popularised by Noam Chomsky 

mailto:a.aishwaryavardhani@gmail.com
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and Morris Halle in the 1968 with the publication of Sound Pattern of English (SPE), which 

talks about the minimal distinctive sound units in phonology. This paper analyses the 

arrangement of Maheshwara sutras in terms of the respective combinatorial elements and 

forms their natural classes. It is divided into five sections.  

Section 1 talks about the development of Distinctive feature theory and its components 

while introducing the concept of Natural Class. Section 2 provides the background and 

uses of Maheshwara sutras. Sections 3 and 4 deals with the comparison of Maheshwara 

Sutras with Distinctive feature Theory and its analysis. The conclusions are summed up 

in section 5.This paper gives an introduction to Maheshwara Sutras and their prominence 

in Panini‟s grammatical description of Sanskrit language. It looks at the classification of 

Maheshwara Sutras and tries to see to what extent they reflect their Natural Classes. 

 

2.0 Distinctive Features and its Rationale 

Distinctive Features are the minimal distinctive units and the building blocks of speech 

sounds in phonological theory. The central idea behind distinctive feature theory is the 

notion that contrasts between phonemes can be described in terms of properties of 

segments rather than by treating segments as alphabetic atoms. Throughout the history of 

distinctive feature theory, a major goal has been to identify a set of features that is 

adequate for describing the segmental contrasts and phonologically important segment 

groups observed in the world‟s languages (Gussenhoven and Jacobs, 2017). Distinctive 

theory mainly tries to establish the phonetic details governing speech sounds and 
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segmental contrasts cross linguistically in an orderly fashion with the help of binary 

notation. 

Ferdinand de Saussure viewed these contrasts between phonemes as the basic elements of 

systems of phonological oppositions. Saussure‟s insights were elaborated on by the Prague 

Circle during the 1930s. Many of the basic ideas of modern distinctive feature theory were 

laid out in Trubetzkoy (1969), which originally published in (1939), a year after his death. 

Trubetzkoy emphasized that phonological oppositions can be studied only as part of a system 

of oppositions and Roman Jakobson (1942) continued this work. Jakobson and Halle (1971) 

developed some of the theoretical points suggested in the earlier work, and Morris Halle used 

this feature system in an analysis of the phonological alternations of Russian (Halle, 1959). It 

was elaborated on by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle in „The Sound patterns of English‟ 

(1968). Chomsky and Halle‟s theory of generative phonology was a synthesis of Jakobson 

and Halle‟s theory of distinctive features and phonemic analysis, revised in the light of 

Chomsky‟s emphasis on formal explicitness, simplicity, and abstractness and autonomy of 

mental representations. 

Since the inception of the phonological analysis of distinctive features in the 1950s, 

features traditionally have been specified by binary values to signify whether a segment 

is described by the feature; a positive value, [+], denotes the presence of a feature, while 

a negative value,  − , indicates its absence. In addition, a phoneme may be unmarked 

with respect to a feature. However, in recent developments to the theory of distinctive 

features, phonologists have proposed the existence of single-valued features. These 

features, called univalent or privative features, can only describe the classes of segments 
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that are said to possess those features and not the classes that are without them 

(Anderson, 1985). 

Gussenhoven and Jacobs (2017 ) have talked about the three requirements imposed on a 

distinctive feature system which are: 

1. They should be capable of characterizing natural segment classes. 

2. They should be capable of describing all segmental contrasts in the world‟s languages. 

3. They should be definable in phonetic terms. 

Distinctive features allow the possibility of writing rules using a considerably smaller 

number of units than the phonemes of a language. All Jakobson‟s features were arguably 

equipollent, with two values, each characterising a definite property. Chomsky and Halle  

reinforced the features‟ binary nature, using pl us and minus values in underlying 

representations, a positive value, [+], denotes the presence of a feature, while a negative 

value,  − , indicat es its absence. So each speech sound may be d escribed as a bundle of 

features and each me mber of every pair of phones differs from the other by at least one 

feature value. Distinctive features are grouped into categories according to the natural 

classes of segments they describe: major class features, laryngeal features, manner 

features, and place features. 

The main foundations of Distinctive features are based on the construction of Natural 

Class. A Natural Class is a set of sounds that have certain phonetic features in com mon. 

All the members of a Natural Class are affected in the same way in the same environme 

nt. Similarly, all members of a natural class have the same effect on other sounds that o 

ccur in their environment. 
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For a group of sounds to constitu te a Natural Class, 

• they must all share one or more features and 

• there should be no other sounds in the language that have this feature  or 

combination of features. (Gussenhoven and Jacobs, 2017) 

Natural classes are described by the minimum number of binary features [±] that all 

phonemes in the class bear, to the exclusion of all other sounds. Classes ar e defined by 

distinctive features having reference to articulatory and acoustic phoneti c properties, 

including manners of articulation, places of articulation, voicing(pronounced with 

vibration of the vocal cords), and continuance(able to be lengthened in pronunciation). 

For example, the phonemes [p, t, k,] can be grouped together as a natural class by 

showing the binary distribution of the features in Table 1. This distribution of features 

will distinguish these 3 sounds from all other phonemes in Standard English. 

 

 

 

Table 1 Voiceless stops in Standard English 

Further, the system of Chomsky and Halle defines the class of voiceless stops by the 

specification of two binary features: [-continuant] and [-voice]. Any sound with both the 

feature [-continuant] and the feature [-voice] is included in the class, thus specifying all 

and only the voiceless stops. 
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This implies that this class is also described as not having the features [+continuant] or 

[+voice]. This means that all sounds with either the feature [+continuant] or [+voice] are 

excluded from the class. This excludes all natural classes of sounds besides voiceless 

stops. For instance, it excludes voiceless fricatives, which have the feature [+continuant], 

voiced stops, which have the feature [+voice], and liquids and vowels, which have the 

features [+continuant] and [+voice]. 

Voiceless stops also have other, redundant, features, such as [+consonantal] and [-

lateral]. These are not relevant to the description of the class and are unnecessary, since 

the features [-continuant] and [-voice] already include all voiceless stops and exclude all 

other sounds. 

The distinctive features are classified into four groups (Halle and Clements, 1994): 

1. Major Class Features: Four features [+/-syll], [+/-cons], [+/-son], [+/-cont] 

(syllabic, consonantal, sonorant, continuant) are used to divide up speech sounds into 

major classes. [+Syll] segments function as the nucleus of the syllable ehile their 

counterpart [–Syll] do not. Consonantal segments are pronounced with an audible 

constriction in the vocal tract. Sonorants have a periodic low frequency energy while 

continuants are produced with a continuous airflow in the vocal cavity. 

2. Source features: These are related to the source i.e., the vocal fold vibration that 

sustains voiced sounds or a turbulent airstream that sustains voiceless sounds. It includes 

features like [+/-voice] – to indicate the vibration of the lack off it, [+/- Spread glottis] – 

to distinguish aspirated and unaspirated sounds, etc. 
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3. Vowel Features: These include the four dimensions of vowel pronunciation, 

height [high] &[low] backness [back], rounding[round] and tensity[tense]. 

4. Place of Articulation: Features like [ant], [distr], [cor], [labial], etc are used in 

describing the place of articulation of a segment. 

Just as the distinctive features help in grouping the natural classes of segments in an 

economic way, the construction of the Maheshwara Sutrani is done in an economic 

manner to emphasize the natural classes of the Sanskrit alphabet. It begins with short 

vowels, followed by dipthongs, which are followed by semi vowels, laterals, and nasals, 

followed by consonants depending on the place of articulation. 

3.0 Maheshwara Sutrani and its principles of organization 

Maheshwara Sutras, also known as Shiva Sutras, are the fourteen verses that organise the 

phonemes of Sanskrit in Panini‟s Ashtadhyayi. In the Sanskrit grammatical tradition, they 

are known as the Akṣarasamāmnāya, or the "recitation of phonemes," but they are 

popularly known as the Shiva Sutras because they are said to have been revealed to 

Pāṇini by the Hindu god Shiva. The practice of encoding complex rules in short, 

mnemonic verses is typical of the sutra style. 
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The 14 Maheshwara Sutras are : 

IAST IPA 

1. a i u Ṇ ə i u ɳ 

2. ṛ ḷ K   l k 

3. e o Ṅ eː oː ŋ 

4. ai au C aːi aːu c 

5. ha ya va ra Ṭ ɦə jə və rə ʈ 

6. la Ṇ lə ɳ 

7. ña ma ṅa ṇa na M ɲə mə ŋə ɳə nə m 

8. jha bha Ñ . ɟʰə bʰə ɲ 

9. gha ḍha dha Ṣ   ə  ʰə d ʰə   

10. ja ba ga ḍa da Ś ɟə bə  ə  ə d ə   

11. kha pha cha ṭha tha ca ṭa ta V k ə pʰə cʰə ʈʰə t ʰə cə ʈə t ə v 

12. ka pa Y kə pə j 

13. śa ṣa sa R  ə  ə sə r 

14. ha L ɦə l 
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These Sutras put phonemes with a similar manner of articulation together (Ex: 

sibilants in 13 śa ṣa sa R, nasals in 7 ñ m ṅ ṇ n M). Economy is a major principle of 

their organization, and it is debated whether Pāṇini deliberately encoded phonological 

patterns in them (as they were treated in traditional phonetic texts called Prātiśakyas) 

or simply grouped together phonemes which he needed to refer to in the Aṣṭādhyāyī 

and which only secondarily reflect phonological patterns, as argued by Paul Kiparsky 

in his Economy and Construction of Maheshwara Sutras (1991). 

Each of the fourteen verses consists of a group of basic Sanskrit phonemes followed 

by a single 'dummy letter', or anubandha, conventionally rendered by capital letters in 

Roman transliteration and named ‘ it  ’ by Pāṇini. 

This allows Pāṇini to refer to groups of phonemes with pratyāhāras. Pratyāhāras are 

single syllables which consist of a phoneme and an anubandha (and often the vowel a 

to aid pronunciation) to signify all of the intervening phonemes. 

Hence the pratyāhāra „aL’ refers to all phonemes (because it consists of the first 

phoneme of the first verse (a) and the last anubandha of the last verse (L); „aC’ refers 

to vowels (i.e., all of the phonemes before the anubandha C: i.e. a i u ṛ ḷ e o ai au); 

„haL’ to consonants, and so on. 

However, some of the pratyāhāras are ambiguous. The anubandha Ṇ occurs twice in 

the list, which means that you can assign two different meanings to pratyāhāra aṆ 

(including or excluding ṛ, etc.); in fact, both of these meanings are used in the 

Aṣṭādhyāyī. On the other hand, the pratyāhāra „haL’ is always used to imply "all 
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consonants" – Pāṇini never uses pratyāhāras to refer to sets consisting of a single 

phoneme. 

From the 14 verses of Maheshwara sutras, a total of 281 pratyāhāras can be formed: 

14*3 + 13*2 + 12*2 + 11*2 + 10*4 + 9*1 + 8*5 + 7*2 + 6*3 * 5*5 + 4*8 + 3*2 + 2*3 

+1*1, minus 14 (as Pāṇini does not use single element pratyāhāras) minus 10 (as 

there are 10 duplicate sets due to h appearing twice); the second multiplier in each 

term represents the number of phonemes in each (Kiparsky, 1991). 

3.1 Maheshwara Sutras and Distinctive Feature Theory with Reference to Natural 

Class 

Maheshwara sutras consists of fourteen sutras. Although at first glance they appear to 

be randomly organised; there is a definite pattern behind the organization of these 

sutras. The principles of Phonetic similarity and Natural Class are operating indirectly 

in the arrangement of the Paninian Sutras.The first four verses in the Maheshwara 

Sutras contain all the vowels of Sanskrit Language. Their feature matrix is: 

[+SYLLABIC, –CONSONANTAL, +SONORANT, +VOICE, +CONTINUANT]. 

However the diphthongs cannot be distinguished by these features but must be treated 

as a combination of vowel and a glide. 

The fifth sutra is a collection of glides in Sanskrit. They can be represented as the 

natural class: [-SYLLABIC,-CONSONANTAL,+CONTINUANT]. 

The sixth verse contains a single element, a lateral. 

The seventh sutra is the collection of all nasals of Sanskrit. This can be expressed in 

terms of the natural class: [–CONTINUANT, +SONORANT] 
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The sutras 8 to 12 are the collection of all stops, or plosives, of Sanskrit represented 

using the feature matrix: [–CONTINUANT, –SONORANT]. 

The thirteenth verse consists of the sibilants, represented as the matrix: 

[+CONTINUANT, – SONORANT, +SIBILANT] 

The final sutra consists of a single element /h/ which is defined by its natural class: [-

CONSONANT, -SONORANT, +CONTINUANT]. 

3.2  Maheshwara Sutras and Distinctive Feature theory in relation to 

Phonological patterns 

The arrangement of the elements in the Maheshwara sutras is dependent on the place 

and manner of articulation of the elements. It starts with simple vowels followed by 

diphthongs, glides, laterals, nasals, plosives/stops, and fricatives. 

However, the arrangement of plosives in five verses(sutras 8 to 12) do not correspond 

to any particular reason in terms of the Distinctive Feature theory since all of them 

belong to the same natural class. Same is the case with the arrangement of vowels in 

the first three verses. This could be explained in relation to hypothesis that Panini was 

more concerned about the principle of Economy rather than hierarchy. Panini simply 

grouped together phonemes which he needed to refer to in the Aṣṭādhyāyī, so the 

grouping of elements in the Maheshwara Sutras only secondarily reflect phonological 

patterns although a close introspection to the arrangement to the sounds grouped 

together in specific categories will indirectly provide the rationale and arrangement of 

the phonological patterns hidden therein. Most of the theories pertaining to Indian 

grammatical tradition focussed on precision and economy. Unlike the western theories 
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which are mostly explicit and explanatory ancient Indian theories were highly 

suggestive and reflective. 

4.0 Conclusion 

This paper has made an attempt to thrown light on Distinctive Feature Theory and 

Natural Classes along with Paninian sutras on an explicit canvas. The origin of the 

idea of Distinctive Feature theory which contributed a lot in the realm of Generative 

phonology can be traced back to Panini‟s organisation of Sanskrit phonemes in the 

form of 14 Maheshwara Sutras with reference to its principle of phonetic similarity 

governing the organization and arrangement of speech sounds. Paninian sutras didn‟t 

talk about the rationale behind the usage of binary values or the notation system with 

reference to the representation of speech segments in elaborate details nor did Panini 

make the distinction of sounds in terms of major class features, cavity features, 

manner features, laryngeal features in Maheshwara Sutras unlike the Distinctive 

Feature theory. However, a closer investigation into the arrangement of the speech 

sounds indirectly refer to a principle based on place and manner features. The 

arrangement of the phonemes of Sanskrit in the sutras is, to an extent, dependent on 

the distinctive features of those speech sounds, it is not entirely dependent on the 

Natural Classes, but relies on economy and their usage in describing the grammar of 

Sanskrit language as defined in his magnum opus, Ashtadhyayi. 

In other words, one cannot conclude that Panini was unaware of the phonetic 

specifications and articulatory details involved in the production of phonetic 

categories. The discussion of the phonetic constructs such as svara (vowel), vynjana 
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(consonants) and savarna (homogeneous) etc. used in these Sutras symbolize the 

underlying principle of phonetic similarity. The principle governing the organization 

of the sutras beautifully represents the phonetic nuances involved in different speech 

categories and it can be compared with the modern linguistic notion of phonetic 

similarity and pattern congruity in the western paradigm. The Maheshwara Sutras 

which precede Panini‟s Astadhyayi in the form of 14 sutras are not designed explicitly 

to provide phonetic details of speech sounds nor are they written for any prescriptive 

phonetic insight to designate member of a class in grammar; but they are conditioned 

by rule operations. 

However, modern researchers of phonology cannot deny the presence of phonetic 

patterns in the sutras which further pave the way for principles in Astadhyayi and later 

Distinctive Features in the generative paradigm. There may not be one to one 

correspondence between Paninian Maheshwara sutras and Distinctive theory by 

Chomsky and Halle. While the Distinctive Feature theory is elaborate, Paninian Sutras 

are precise and economic. Distinctive Feature theory rejects the classical notion that 

phoneme is the minimal unit in the sound system of a language as it relies on the 

assumption that phonemes can be decomposed into features with reference to its either 

presence or absence of a certain feature in a unit. Paninian sutras mostly talks about 

the Sanskrit Phonemes and it does not give reference to its underlying features in 

terms of presence or absence. But as far as the arrangement of speech sounds are 

concerned there is an indirect reference to the place and manner features operating 

therein. 
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Abstract 

The verbalizer peTuka is argued, in this paper,  to derive its role from its deployment as an 

independent verb in Malayalam.  It results from STATIVE nominals incorporating into the 

verb peTuka.  Sentences with the verbalizer peTuka result in two kinds of structures:  one, 

conforming to „change of location‟ and the other, conforming to „change of possession‟.   

On transitivization, these Structures result in „caused change of state‟, with the latter giving 

rise to double object ditransitives.   

Keywords:[ Denominals, peTuka, noun incorporation,  verbalizer, change of  state, 

location, possession] 

 

1.0 Introduction 

In this paper we shall be presenting an account of the verbalizer peTuka in Malayalam, 

arguing for a common underlying structure for it, despite surface differences in 

appearance.
1
 This is accomplished by adopting an approach permitting nominals to 

incorporate into the verbalizer, from its PP complement, mimicking the structure it would 

have appeared in had it assumed its role as an independent verb.
8
 And the incorporation of 

nominals thus, appears to produce intransitive counterparts of the transitive locatives and 

                                                           
*Some of the special symbols employed for transcription in this paper, include the following: 

 A - Shwa; ť - Voiceless Alveolar Stop ; r – alveolar Tap;  R – Alveolar Trill; T – Retroflex stop; L- 

Retroflex Lateral; N – Retroflex   Nasal.   The abbreviations employed in this paper include the following:  

acc.:  Accusative; dat.:  Dative; loc.:  Locative; gen.:  Genetive; soc.:  Sociative; Instr.:  Instrumental;  inf.:  

infinitive; pres.:  present tense; pl.:  plural; agr.:  agreement; rel. prt.:   Relative participle. 

  
1
  A preliminary sketch of the role of peTuka as a verbalizer adopting an LCS based approach appears in  

   Srikumar(1994).  Another account of peTuka as involving a grammaticalization of its verbal counterpart 

has been  

   attempted in a paper by Madhavan, P. entitled „Grammaticalization of peT‟.   
8
 peTuka may be a used as an independent verb, a verbalizer or a passive formative in Malayalam. 
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locatum verbs.  Further, our  nominal incorporation account  confirms the necessity for 

recognizing head movement for incorporation purposes as argued for in Baker (2009), 

besides being in line with the Haugen‟s (2009:cf.  Mateu, 2011) proposal that 

denominalization with an argument structure source involves incorporation and not 

conflation. We shall also be assuming the idea that syntactic structure manifests argument 

structure following the works of Hale and Keyser (2002), Baker (1996) and others, keeping 

to perhaps a coarser grained theory of theta roles as proposed in Baker(1996).  

2.1  peTuka, as an Independent verb and the verbalizer: 

peTuka as an independent verb may carry the meanings „to get into‟, „to fall into‟,   

occuring with a theme argument as subject  and a locational goal  argument as its 

complement, keeping wthin the VP.
9
  The second argument we designate as locational goal 

argument here  to take care of the „terminal coincidence relation‟- borrowing Hale and 

Keyser‟s (2002) terminology- that the verb peTuka imputes on the theme with respect to 

the  locational argument: i.e. the theme is drawn into a coterminous relation with the state 

expressed by the locational argument. In other words, we may assume peTuka to have a 

PATH component  framed into the verb, following the lexicalization patterns proposed by 

Talmy(1991, 2000).
10

  

 

 

                                                           
9
 We shall be uniformly glossing peTuka as „become‟ and its transitive alternant peTuttuka as „make‟ in this 

paper. 
10

 In Talmian  sense, peTuka could be a spell out of the Path denoting case inflection conflating with the verb 

„to fall‟ 
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1.  a. raaman mooʅamaaya kuuTTukeTT-

il 

peTTu  

 Raman bad company-loc. become-past  

 „Raman got into bad company‟  

             b. avarA raamane mooʅamaaya kuuTTukeTT-

il 

peTutti 

 they  Raman-acc. bad company-loc. make-

past 

 „They  got Raman into a bad company‟ 

             c. avarA maťťuLLavaruTe keNiy-il peTTu  

 they  other-gen. trap-loc. become-past  

 „They got into other‟s trap‟ 

            d. raaman avare keNiy-il peTutti  

 Raman he-acc. trap-loc. make-past   

 „Raman  got  them into a trap‟  

             e. niŋŋaL avaruTe kaNN-il peTTu  

 you they-gen eyes-loc. become-past.  

 „You  got into their notice‟  

             f. raaman niŋŋaLe avaruTe kaNN-il peTutti 

 Raman you-pl.-acc. they-gen eye-loc. make-

past 

 „Raman got you into their notice‟ 
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            d. vaLLam koTumkaaťť-il peTTu   

 boat storm become-past    

 „The boat got into a storm‟   

 avarA vaLLattine koTumkaaťť-il peTutti  

 they boat-acc. storm-loc. make-past   

 „They got the boat into a storm‟ 

 

  

Further,  both  its  intransitive and transitive variants show the usual correspondence in 

argument structure found with verbs participating in transitivity alternations: i.e. while its 

intransitive takes a Theme  and a Locational Goal as its arguments,  the corresponding  

transitive  differs only in taking  a causer in addition, as may be observed by comparing the 

sentence (1. b) with the rest in (1).   

In fact, the  sentences containing  peTuka as verbalizer,   have parallels  with the   

independent verbal use of peTuka,   for, as Srikumar (2003) observes, they too can be 

shown to have near paraphrases with the same argument structure wherein the nominal to 

be denominalized occurs as a locational goal  argument of the verb peTuka, as exemplified 

in the contrasts shown by the sentences (a) and (b) in  (2-3).
11

 

2.  a. kuTTi oťťappeTTu   

 child alone-become-past   

 „The  child became isolated‟  

                                                           
11

 The idea that sentences with nouns denominalized by peTuka have paraphrases with the nominals 

appearing as   

   locative argument goes back to Rajaraja Verma (1896). 
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             b. kuTTi oťťayil     peTTu  

 child alone-loc.  become-past  

 „The child got  into isolation‟  

3.  a. kuTTi niraaʃappeTTu   

 child disappoint-become-past.   

 „The child became disappointed‟  

             b.  kuTTi niraaʃayil                    peTTu  

 child disappointment-loc.   become-past  

 „The child got into disappointment‟  

 

In other words, the denominalized instances obtained with the verbalizer peTuka have 

paraphrases wherein the nominal concerned occur independently of the verbalizer as an 

argument of the  verb; interpretively, the former gives the reading „to become in a STATE 

(i.e. named by the Nominal)‟, while the latter gives the reading „to get into a STATE( 

named by the Nominal).   Hence, it looks plausible to suppose,  in the now familiar 

Bakerian(1988) fashion, that sentences containing peTuka as verbalizer may derive from 

underlying structure with peTuka as an independent verb.  Given then, it would be 

interesting to ascertain if  the verb peTuka may verbalize any nominal, in principle.  

However, as it turns out, the nominals it verbalizes have to permit a reading whereby it 

denotes „a STATE‟, as may be observed from the instances of verbalization in (4).   
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4. a.  abhimaanam + peTuka  abhimaanappeTuka 

 pride  become  „to become in pride‟ 

             b. deeʅyam + peTuka > deeʅyappeTuka 

 anger  become  „to become in anger‟ 

             c. niraaʃa + peTuka > niraaʃappeTuka 

 disappointment  become  „to become in disappointment‟ 

           d. cumatala + peTuka > cumatalappeTuka 

 responsibility  become  „to become in responsibility‟ 

             g. oťťa + peTuka > oťťappeTuka 

 single  become  „to become in  isolation‟ 

             h. kaʅSTam + peTuka > kaʅTappeTuka 

 trouble  become  „to struggle‟ 

             i. akam + peTuka > akappeTuka 

 inside  become  „to become in  trap‟ 

             j. iTa    + peTuka   >  iTappeTuka 

 middle  become  „to interfere‟ 

             k.  uLLA + peTuka > uLLppeTuka 

 in  become  „to include‟ 

             l. kiiZ + peTuka > kiiZppeTuka 

 under  become  „to surrender or become in 
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submissiveness‟ 

           m. ʃraddha + peTuka > *ʃraddhappeTuka 

 attention  become  „to become in attention‟ 

             n. kaNNu + peTuka > *kaNNuppeTuka 

 eye  become  „to become in notice‟ 

 

Thus a nominal like kaNNA „eye‟, though permitting occurrence with the verb peTuka as 

its locational Goal, is not a potential form for verbalizing with peTuka;  whereas a nominal 

like deeʅyam „anger‟ or  oťťa „alone‟ being denotative of a „STATE‟  may be subjected to 

verbalizing with peTuka.    It may be noted that while constructions such as ʃraddha-yil 

peTuka „to become in notice‟ or cati-yil peTuka  „to become in deceit‟ are quite common, 

their verbalized counterparts such as ʃraddhappeTuka and catippeTuka are unattested and 

sound ill-formed.  This may be attributed to blocking effects due to the availability of their 

verbalized forms with the other verbalizer  –ikk,  yielding forms such as  ʃraddhikkuka „to 

notice‟ and catikkuka „to deceive‟ respectively and also, their passive forms 

ʃraddhikkappeTuka „to get noticed‟ and catikkappeTuka „to get deceived‟ being their 

semantic equivalents and their more pervasive presence in the language. 

2.2   The verbalizers peTuka and –(i)kk, and transitivizers 

The  verbalizer  peTuka may be shown to contrast with the other  regular verbalizer –(i)kk-,  

glossable as „do‟, ( discussed in  Madhavan, 1984 and 2006; and Srikumar, 2010) - in 

Malayalam, as illustrated in the following:  
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5.  a. vicaaram + ikk(uka) > vicaarikkuka 

 thought  do  „to think‟ 

             b.  ciri + ikk(uka) > cirikkuka 

 laugh  do  „to laugh‟ 

             c. kura    + ikk(uka)   >  kuraykkuka 

 bark  do  „to bark‟ 

            d. vara + ikk(uka) > varaykkuka 

 scribble  do  „to draw‟ 

             e. maTi + ikk(uka) > maTikkuka 

 hesitation  do > „to hesitate‟ 

             f. poTi + ikk(uka) > poTikkuka 

 powder  do  „to powder‟ 

             g. veedana + ikk(uka) > veedaniykkuka 

 pain  do  „to pain‟ 

The affixing of the verbalizer –ikk- to nominals tends to introduce an Agent in most cases, 

deriving a transitive verb or Unergative verb (6.b –d); or else, it leads to an experiencer 

verb (6 a., e.  and g), as shown in the sentences below. 
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6.  a. n aan avan  varum  enna vicaariccu 

 I  he come-fut. COMP thought-do-past. 

 „I thought he would come‟ 

             b. kuTTi ciriccu    

 child laugh-do.past    

 „The child laughed‟ 

             c.  paTTi vallaatte kuraccu   

 dog a lot bark-do-past   

 „The dog barked a lot‟ 

            d.   raaman paTam varaccu   

  picture line-do-past   

; „Raman drew the picture‟ 

             e. avan akattu varaan maTiccu  

 he inside come-inf. hesitation-do-past 

 „He hesitated to come  inside‟  
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             f. avan jiirakam poTiccu   

 he cuminseeds powder-do-past   

 „He crushed cuminseeds‟; 

 

 

             g. avanA kaalu veedanikkunnu   

 he-dat. leg pain-do-pres.   

 „His legs are aching‟  

 

The verbalizer peTuka, on the other hand, appears to produce inchoative verbs out of 

STATIVE nominals, expressing a „change of STATE‟, as exemplified in the sentences 

below.   Here the verbalizer may be construed as an inchoative predicate expressing the 

idea that the Theme or Experiencer argument comes into the „STATE‟ denoted by the 

nominals it verbalizes: 

7.  a. veNu *(manappuuRvam) swantam samayam kaNTettaan 

              deliberately own time find-inf. 

 kaʅTappeTTu     

 trouble-become-past    

 „Venu struggled to find time for himself *(deliberately)‟ 
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             b. raaman *(manappuuRvam) innu aaL-ttirakkil 

  deliberately today crowd-loc. 

 akappeTTu     

 inside-become-past    

 „Raman got trapped in a crowd today *(deliberately)‟ 

             c. raaman avaRkkA kiiZppeTTu  

  they-dat. below-become-past 

 „Raman surrendered to them *(deliberately)‟ 

            d.  raaman *(manappuuRvam) aviTe oťťappeTTu 

   There alone-become-past 

 „Raman got isolated there  *(deliberately) ‟  

Needless to say, these sentences occur with non-agentive subjects, as exemplified by the 

fact that these do not appear to permit  agentive adverbs carrying meanings such as 

„deliberately‟  to occur  in them. Moreover, when an agent needs to be added, the 

denominals formed with peTuka need to obligatorily affix the causative morph –tt- onto 

them. 

8. a. veNu  manuvine  valare kaʅTappeTu-tt-i  

 Venu Manu-acc a lot trouble-make-past  

 „Venu troubled Manu a lot‟  
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           b. raaman  innu  kuTTikale   oru kaLLakkeesil  akappeTu-tt-i 

 Raman today children-

acc. 

a    fraudulent case-

loc. 

inside-make-

past 

 „Raman trapped children in a fraudulent case today‟ 

            c. ʃatrukkal  raajavinťe  sainyaŋŋale  kiiZppeTu-tt-i 

 enemies king-gen. army-acc. under-make-past 

 „The enemies captured the king‟s army‟ 

           d. raaman  avane  oťťappeTu-tt-i 

 Raman he-acc. alone-make-past 

 „Raman isolated him‟ 

It may be noted that the transitivizer morph –tt-, found with the verbalizer  peTuka,  is 

generally the transitivizer for certain verbs in Malayalam  participating in verbal 

alternations, i.e., the transitive/intransitive  pairs.  In fact, the transitivizing  morph –tt- is  a 

phonologically restricted  allomorph of the more regular transitivizer morph –(i)kk in 

Malayalam.
12

   

 

 

                                                           
12

 As pointed out in Rajarajavarma (1986: 232  ), it is found with certain verbal stems ending with 

approximants  

   (including laterals, taps and fricative approximant) and back vowel [a]. 
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Moreover, when some of the nominals  tend to appear with both verbalizers, i.e.   peTuka 

and also  the regular transitivizer suffix  –ikk,  they are seen to differ semantically.
13

  

10.  a. rakʅa-ppeTuka 

protection-become 

b. rakʅ-ikk-uka 

protection-do 

 

 „to escape‟  „to rescue‟  

11.  a. ooRma-ppeTuttuka 

memory-make 

b. ooRm-ikk-uka 

memory-do 

 

 „to remind‟  „to remember‟  

 

                                                           
13

 Another nominal like rakʅa in (10) is bahumaanam „respect‟, yielding the forms 

i.  bahumaana-ppeTT-a    „one who is respected( i.e. held in respect) 

 respect-become-rel.prt. 

ii.  bahumaan-ikk-uka      „to respect‟ 

 respect-do 

9.  a. vaLaruka/vaLaRttuka 

 „to grow to nourish‟ 

 b. paTaruka/paTaRttuka 

 „to spread to make to spread 

 c. viTaruka/viTaRttuka 

 „to bloom to make bloom‟ 

d. varuka/varuttuka 

 „to come  to make to come‟ 

 e. naTakkuka/naTattuka 

 „to walk  to make to walk‟ 
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In (10.a), for instance, the noun rakSa „protection‟ is verbalized by peTuka, producing the 

verb rakʅappeTuka „to escape‟, while the same noun with the regular transitivizer –ikk-  

produces rakʅikkuka „to rescue‟, which is an agentive verb.  The nominal ooRma  

„memory‟ in (11), on the other hand, can only take the transitivized form of the verbalizer 

peTuka besides the regular transitive  suffix –ikk-, but they are again different 

12. a. raaman aviTe   ninnA  rakʅappeTTu    

 Raman  there   from rescue-become-past   

 „Raman escaped from there‟ 

             b. raaman avane rakʅiccu    

 Raman  he-acc. rescue-do-past   

 „Raman rescued him‟ 

             c.  raaman avane oru kaaryam ooRmappeTutti  

 Raman he-acc a     matter memory-make-past  

 „Raman reminded him a matter‟ 

             d.   raaman avane ooRmiccu   

 Raman he-acc. memory-do-past   

 „Raman remembered him‟ 
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semantically:  suffixation of peTuttuka with ooRma results in the meaning „cause to be in 

memory (to remind)‟, whereas suffixation of the the regular transitive suffix –ikk-  on the 

same   yields the meaning „to remember‟, which may of course, be causativized yet again, 

deriving the form ooRm-ipp-ikkuka „to remind‟.   

3 The analysis   

3.1  Structure of  verbalization involving peTuka 

As peTuka is found to occur in constructions with non-agentive subjects which participate 

in transitivity alternations, we may assume it to be an unaccusative verb taking a small 

clausal complement PP expressing a predicative relation holding between a Theme and a 

Locational Goal  argument bound by the relation P signifying LOC, as shown by the 

structures in (13) and  (14)  respectively for their intransitive and transitive variants.  To 

account for the verbalizing role of peTuka, we may assume that if the complement of P in 

its small clausal complement is a STATIVE nominal, it may incorporate into the verb 

peTuka, unless blocked by other considerations, passing via the P head, being subject to 

Head Movement Constraint (Travis, 1984).   Here, incokrporation may be assumed to 

involve copying of the phonetic material from the nominal head and left adjoining it to the 

Verb peTuka, leaving a similarly adjoined copy on the intervening P too en route.  Or else 

the Locational Goal argument may survive with locative case as an inherent case by virtue 

of the head complement configuration it is in with respect to the P governing it. In other 

words, the verbalizing role of peTuka is an upshot of the process of STATIVE Nominals 

incorporating into the V node holding it. The Theme argument hosted by the spec of PP 
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will raise later to Spec,TP, having agreed with its head  for Nominative case, to satisfy the 

EPP requirement of the Tense Inflectional head.  

 13.                                                                           

t                                       
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14.  
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In other words, the theme or experiencer argument of these intransitive denominal verbs 

may be said to be underlyingly projected as the specifier of the small clausal complement 

of the verb peTuka, whose VP may be embedded under a light v projection with or without 

an external agent argument.  If the light v lacks an external argument, the raising of the 

complex  verb, formed by the Nominals  incorporating  into  the V peTuka,  to the light v 

would yield the inchoative; or else the complex verb raises and adjoins  instead to a light v, 

holding the transitivizer affix, namely  -tt-,  which has an external argument,   giving rise to 

the transitive variant.   

To account for the plausible direct verbalizations of certain nominals  by both peTuka and 

the regular transitivizer   -ikk, pointed out in section 1.1 earlier, we  may conjecture as 

follows.  As the regular transitivizer –ikk is  found with both transitives and unergatives in 
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general, we may assume it to be the light verb signifying agentivity, and hence posit it as  v 

with the external argument in its specifier (cf. Srikumar 2010; 2017).
14

  Then, the nominals 

apparently verbalized by –ikk, such as the unergatives like ciri „laugh‟, may be taken to be 

verbalized, in fact,  by a null V in place of the overt verbalizing V ceyyuka „do‟ found in 

expressions like nrittam ceyyuka „dance do‟, taking the nominal root as its complement, 

essentially following Hale and Keyserian assumptions.
15

  The verbalization may then be 

assumed to involve incorporation, i.e. the copying of the phonetic material from the 

nominal head to the Verbal node, leaving a copy at the intervening head P too, in the case 

of verbalizations with peTuka, to obey the HMC.  Given then, for the nominals like rakʅa 

„protection or escape‟ and ooRma „memory‟, their  experiencer argument or the SM 

argument, as the case may be, could  be assumed to project as the specifier of the V with a 

null verbalizer whose complement is the STATIVE nominal root in question;  and 

consequent upon the  light verbal projection headed by–ikk  with an Agent/Experiencer in 

Spec being added onto the structures formed thereby,  the incorporations of the STATIVE 

nominal root, at first, into the null verbalizer , and then of the complex so formed  into the 

transitivizer –(i)kk results in sentences of the form „X saved Y‟ and „X remembered Y‟.  

15.    vP  Spec X  v‟   VP  NP  Y   V‟  NP  N √rakʅa √ooRma    V  Ø     v    –(i)kk]]] 

 

                                                           
14

 Here we differ from Madhavan (2006),  wherein the -(i)kk is said to occupy the V node sometimes and 

sometimes,   

   the v node.   
15

 Here, we entertain the possibility that there could be a null morph alternant for the  transitive light verb  

   (i)kk.  This  distinction between transitive light verbs, we assume, corresponds to the traditional dichotomy  

   assumed for verbal morphology in  Malayalam  in terms of karita/akarita, i.e. those that  do  or do not end 

with   

   (i)kk  before  suffixing with - uka  in their  citation forms.   eg.  ceyy-uka „to do‟ vs cirikk-uka  „to laugh‟  
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If the verbalizer is peTuka, on the other hand, the STATIVE nominal root  rakʅa   gets 

embedded as the complement of  its complement PP, while  its experiencer argument  is  

projected as the  specifier, PP , forming the underlying structure with the interpretation „get X  

into protection‟; and, upon  incorporation of the STATIVE nominal into the superordinate verb 

peTuka „get into‟ it  yields the structure relevant for deriving a Subject Experiencer sentence 

with the interpretation „X  get  in protection i.e. escape‟.   But when the STATIVE nominal root 

ooRma „memory‟ gets denominalized by peTuka,  it cannot just project its experiencer 

argument like in the case of rakʅa, for instance:  for any  argument realized as the Spec, PP in 

this case, would  only be recognizable as the „Theme‟ giving rise to the reading „X  gets into  

memory‟, which does not,  however,  form  a plausible construction, for it raises the question 

„whose‟ memory it is?   Hence it needs to realize its experiencer too in addition,   within the 

VP,  behaving somewhat like a dyadic predicate.    Building its structure, we may assume that 

as the theme needs to be „located in memory‟ it should naturally get projected as the specifier 

of the PP, while the experiencer could be assumed to end up projecting as the possessor of the 

psych nominal, as depicted in (16 a), which naturally derives a well formed intransitive 

sentence, without involving noun incorporation,   to yield the interpretation „a matter got into 

his memory‟ (cf. 16 c).  In other words, the experiencer here appears not as a direct argument 

of the verb peTuka, but of the STATIVE nominal denoting an „experience‟. 

16.   a.    VP  PP  NP oru kaaryam a matter  P‟ NP  NP avanťe His   N √ooRma   

 memory][PLOC il]]] [V peTuka/to get into] ]  

b.    vP  NP raaman   v‟ VP  PP  NP oru kaaryam a matter  P‟ NP  NP        

navanťe His   N √ooRma  memory  PLOC il]]] [V peTu/to get into] ][v –tt-]]] 
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       c. oru kaaryam avanťe  ooRmayil peTTu   

 a     matter he-gen   memory become-past   

 „A matter got into is knowledge‟  

       d.  raaman oru kaaryam avanťe ooRmayil peTutti  

 Raman a     matter he-gen   memory-loc. make-past  

 „Raman got  a matter into his knowledge‟  

       e. raaman avane oru kaaryam ooRmappeTutti  

  he-acc. a     matter memory-make-past  

 „Raman reminded him  a matter‟ 

But if nominal incorporation to the verbalizer were to be permitted with this structure, it 

does not result in convergence; because the resultant clause of the form [a matter [get into 

memory] him] does not lend itself to a plausible interpretation.  If,  however,  a 

transitivizer layer is added upon it as in (16 b) with an External Argument, an agent, the 

option choosing the nominal incorporation into the  verbalizer coupled with transitivization 

could give rise to a sentence with a plausible reading „Raman get put into his memory  a 

matter‟ i.e. „to remind him a matter‟, as in (16 e),  and if the STATIVE nominal remains 

unincorporated(16 d), the interpretation being „Raman get put a matter into his memory‟ 

i.e. „into his knowledge‟, let us say.   In the nominal incorporated structure, the experiencer 

argument that gets  left behind appears to allow for  raising  to realize as the second object 

with an overt accusative marker, a pattern somewhat resembling the causativization of of 
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ingestive and consumption verbs in Malayalam.  This could perhaps be explained to follow 

from the probe in the light verb  seeking  multiple Goals simultaneously  and agreeing with 

them for accusative case (as in Hiraiwa, 2001).  This is however permitted only when the 

primary object is inanimate and the indirect object, animate ensuring thereby that both 

objects do not surface with overt accusative markers, which perhaps violates a language 

particular constraint barring sequences of two NPs with overt accusative case markings. 

However, the ditransitive Double Object construction resulting from the denominalization 

of ooRma by the transitivized form of the verb peTuka raises questions for our analysis of 

denominalization process by peTuka assumed thus far, because under our assumptions, the 

verb peTuka underlyingly requires its THEME argument to be targeted in a Locational 

Goal relation with respect to the STATIVE nominal argument within its complement PP.  

To make it precise, the theme ought to have terminated in a STATE named by the 

STATIVE nominals, justifying our decision to consider it as a verb of „terminal 

coincidence‟, i.e. involving  a change of of location: and this  implication is predicted to 

fall out from a PATH component ingrained in the verb peTuka. The PATH being 

Locational, under our assumptions,   as exemplified, for instance, by change of locational 

verbs like the English verb put, cannot, however, predict the double object ditransitive verb 

resulting from transitivized denominalization of  ooRma.  Hence something else must be 

involved in it.   

Other instances of denominalizations with peTuka resulting in double object ditransitives 

when transitivized  include those with nominals like boodhyam „understanding‟, 

anubhavam „experience‟, etc., which take dative subjects  when not transitivized and are 
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also dyadics taking a THEME in addition like ooRma, as in (17 a. and 18 a.).  The variants 

of these without undergoing transitivization, are, in fact, akin to the class III psych 

predicates with a dative experiencer (cf. Belletti and Rizzi, 1988; and Pesetsky, 1995).  

Denominals involving these nominals also could be demonstrated to have paraphrases 

identical in structure to the one found with the nominal ooRma wherein the experiencer 

gets embedded  as the possessor of the STATIVE nominal (cf. the b instances in (17-18).    

17. a. raamanA aswastata anubhavappeTTu  

 Raaman-dat. uneasiness experience-become-past. 

 „Raman felt uneasiness‟  

           b. aswastata raamanťe  anubhavattil peTTu 

 uneasiness Raman-gen experience-loc. become-past 

            „Uneasiness got into Raman‟s experience‟ 

           c. n aan raamane aswastata anubhavappeTutti 

 I Raman-acc. uneasiness experience-make-

past 

 „I got  Raman to experience uneasyness‟ 

           d. ayaaL enne koNTA raamane aswastata 

 he I-acc. Instr. Raman-acc. uneasiness 

 anubhavappeTiiccu    

 „He made me to get Raman experience uneasiness‟ 

18. a. raamanA Kaaryaŋŋa Lokke boodhyappeTTu  

 Raman-dat. thing-pl.-all cognition-become-past 

 „Raman understood everything‟              
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           b. kaaryaŋŋaLokke raamanťe boodhyattil peTTu 

 thing-pl.-all Raman-gen cognition-loc. become-past 

 „Everything got into Raman‟s understanding‟ 

           c. ayaaL raamane kaaryaŋŋaLokke boodhyappeTutti 

 he Raman-acc. thing-pl.-all cognition-make-

past 

 „He got Raman to understand everything‟  

           d. saaRA ayaaLe koNTA raamane     kaaryaŋŋaLokke 

 Teacher he-acc. Instr. Raman-acc. thing-pl.-all 

 boodhyappeTiippiccu    

 cognition-make-cause-past   

          „The teacher  made him to  get Raman understand 

everything‟ 

 

 

If the parallels asserted here are on the right track, ooRma not permitting an untransitivized 

instance of denominalization with a Dative Experiencer Subject is perhaps a gap in its 

paradigm, owing to being perhaps blocked by availability of a construction with the same 

semantics in the language.
16

  Two facts concerning these untransitivized constructions are 

said to argue a disguised transitivity for them in Srikumar (under  preparation): one, the 

                                                           
16

 This should have resulted in construction of form(i) which is perhaps ruled out by the plausibility of (ii): 

i. *avanA  oru kaaryam ooRmappeTTu 

          he-dat.   a    matter     memory-become-past 

          „He remembered something‟  

ii. avanA  oru kaaryam ooRma    vannu 

             he-dat.  a    matter     memory  come-past 

             „He remembered something‟ 
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THEME argument surfaces with overt accusative case and  two, when causativized, the 

Dative experiencer subjects get expressed in oblique instrumental case  (cf. the d. instances 

in (17-18) which is characteristic of causativization of transitives in Malayalam.  To ensure 

these results to follow, we may assume the PATH ingrained in the verb peTuka in these to 

be a Possessive rather than Locative, i.e. signifying a Central coindence relation under 

Hale and Keyserian (2002) assumptions,  and the VP with this verb to be licensed by an 

Applicative Phrase  projecting an external argument with inherent dative case.  Consequent 

upon nominal incorporation, the stranded experiencer argument may be assumed to 

reinstate itself as the external argument in the Spec of Applicative Phrase, and realize the  

inherent Dative case  licensed by the Applicative head (as in  Pylkkaanen, (2002), Cuervo( 

2010)  and McGinnis, (2000)).   However when  the VPs are subjected to  transitivization,  

the experiencer argument too gets raised besides the direct object to the vP adjoined 

positions from  its base position whereby  the indirect object gets an overt accusative case 

while the Direct object NP tucked inside it is marked  by a non-overt accusative case, as 

discussed earlier.    In other words, peTuka as a verbalizer has a P conflated in it which 

denotes either LOC or POSS recalling Pesetsky‟s (1995) and Harley‟s (2002) analyses for 

the verbs give, get etc.  in English which are said to take a PP, headed by either   a 

Locational or a possessive head, as its complement.
17

   That is, ,  peTuka may said to be  

pattern somewhat  like the verb get which has been claimed to be perhaps an unaccusative 

corresponding to the transitive verb give in Pesetsky (1995).   

                                                           
17

 The possessional GOAL and the locational GOAL, unlike our assumptions, are considered to be the Spec 

and the    

   complement of the P head in Pesetsky and Harley respectively. Our assumptions seem to support 

Larson‟s(1988)  

   position. 
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Besides denominals  involving dyadic nominals expressing „change of of  possession‟, 

those expressing „change of of location‟ may also be  found to occur, as for instance,  when 

the nominal is paricayam „acquaintance‟.
18

 

19. a.  raajan ʃaʃiye paricayappeTTu   

  Sasi-acc. acquaintance-become-

past 

  

 „Rajan got  acquainted with Sasi‟ 

 

  

            b. ʃaʃi raajanťe paricayattil peTTu  

  Rajan-

gen. 

acquaintance-loc. become-past  

 „Sasi got into  acquaintance with Rajan‟.  

   

  

raaman ʃaʃiye raajanťe   munpil paricayappeTutti  

 c. Sasi-acc. Rajan-gen.   before acquaintance-make-

past 

 

                „Raman introduced Sasi before everyone‟  

The sentence (19 a) could be said to derive from the underlying structure representing the 

paraphrase (19 b) wherein the experiencer is embedded as the possessor of the STATIVE 

nominal paricayam „acquaintance‟ within the PP complement to the verbalizer peTuka.  

                                                           
18

 In fact, the denominals involving dyadic nominals form a syntactic minimal pair, with those expressing 

„Change of  of possession‟ differing from those „Change of of Location‟ only in the taking a Dative 

Experiencer Subject. Loosely, the „change of Location‟ denominals may be described as expressing „active 

emotions‟, while the „change of possession‟ denominals  may be described as expressive of  „evaluative 

emotions‟ in Pesetsky‟s terms (1995: 112-113).   
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The experiencer, in this case too, will be surfacing subsequent to STATIVE nominal‟s 

incorporation into the verbalizer, we assume,  as an external argument in a light verbal 

projection signifying transitives, accounting thereby for the accusative case on the Subject 

Matter argument, as also  argued for Subject Experiencer constructions in Hale and Keyser 

(2002) and McGinnis(2000).  If the verbalizer is to be transitivized , the same underlying 

VP structure may be acted upon, but the experiencer stranded consequent upon STATIVE 

nominal‟s incorporation into the verbalizer, in this case, cannot surface as the second 

object with an overt accusative case, as in denominals involving ooRma, boodhyam, and 

anubhavam respectively.  It could either be left out as an implicit argument, or it may 

surface with the inherent locative case (realized by the postposition in (19 c)). These results 

are expected to follow if we assume that the PATH component conflated in the verbalizer 

peTuka is LOC in this case.   

Among these  dyadic denominals involving a LOC PATH, there are some whose THEME  

is a Targeted one, grammatically realized with a Sociative case, meriting to be treated as 

Target Matter of the Emotion, following  Pesetsky(1995), as for instance those based on 

the nominals such as deeʅyam „anger‟,  paraadhi „complaint‟,  asuuya „jealousy‟ and the 

like . 

20.   a. raaman kuTTiyooTA deeʅyappeTTu  

   child-soc. anger- become-past  

 „Raman got  in anger with the child‟ 
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             b. raaman  kuTTiyooTA deeʅyattil peTTu 

  child-soc. anger-loc. become-past 

 „Raman  got into anger with the child 

             c. *ayaaL  raamane kuTTiyooTA deeʅyappeTutti 

 he Raman-acc. child-soc. anger-made-past 

 „He got Raman to be in anger with the child 

               d. ayaaL  raamane deeʅyappeTutti  

 he Raman-acc. anger-made-past  

 „He got Raman in anger‟  

               e. ayaaL  raamane koNTA kuTTiyooTA deeʅyappeTiiccu 

 he Raman-acc. instr. child-soc. anger-made-cause 

 „He made Raman to be in anger at the child‟ 
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21. 

 

 

They are perhaps composed from a paraphrase involving a STATIVE predication 

embedded within the basic STATIVE predication headed by PLOC (cf. Jayaseelan, 2007).  

The embedded STATIVE‟s P takes the STATIVE nominal, in question,  as complement 

and an NP as its spec to be assigned an inherent Sociative case, and this STATIVE in turn 

is embedded as the complement of the PLOC, giving rise to the paraphrase (20 b).   We shall 

assume the  Experiencer to get  projected as an external argument to a transitive light verb 

shared by Subject experiencer constructions involving dyadic configuration, with the 

interpretation „X gets into anger towards Y‟.  We shall also assume there to be a monadic 

counterpart to these denominals, i.e. a VP with the experiencer located within the 

experience, which could be transitivized to produce the Object experiencer counterpart to 
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these, for otherwise they would  invite the familiar T/SM restriction(cf. 20 c), due to 

Pesetsky(1995).  The Target Matter of emotion may be included only if the vP gets 

causativized.  

4.0  Conclusion     

Significantly, the underlying structure we proposed for the denominalizations of STATIVE 

nominals with peTuka in Malayalam could be seen to correspond to the one proposed for 

the lexical structure of locational verbs in English like put and also the locational and 

locatum denominals like shelve, saddle etc., in Hale and Keyser (2002).
19

  We assumed 

there to be a  GOAL  P conflated with the verb peTuka.  However, when the STATIVE 

nominals happen to be dyadic, they differ with regard to the type of GOAL framed into the 

verb peTuka - LOCATIVE and POSSESSIVE- giving rise to two different kinds of 

structures consequent upon denominalization: one with the experiencer as Nominative 

Subject, while the other, with the experiencer as Dative Subject, both of which however 

begin as possessors of the STATIVE nominals underlyingly.   Both of these constructions 

are characterized by Subjects realized as external arguments: one, being realized within a 

                                                           
19

 It is no wonder, then, that in Telugu, another Dravidian Language, the transitivization of peTuka 

denominals  

   involves replacing the cognate for peTuka with the verb meaning „put‟, when incorporated.  And the 

cognate for   

   peTuka is paDu „to fall‟.   

i. raamu  caalaa   kaʅTabaDDaDu 

                            lot         difficulty-fell-past.agr. 

 „Ramu struggled a lot „ 

ii. mohan raamuni    caalaa  kaʅTapeTTaaDu 

                            Ram-acc. lot        difficulty-put-agr. 

 „Mohan troubled Ramu a lot‟ 

   The verbal replacement for the transitivized form of the denominal in this particular instance perhaps owes 

to the    

    absence of any cognate form for the transitivizing allomorph  -tt-, particularly applicable in this case, in 

Telugu  

    due to historical loss of the same.  
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transitive light verbal projection, while the other the external argument realized as the Spec 

of an Applicative Phrase.  On  transitivization too,  the denominalization with peTuka 

result in correspondingly two structures: one, a  change of location verb like put in English 

and two,  a change of possession verb like give.  Thus we may propose that 

denominalizations with peTuka in Malayalam  represent the overt instantiation of the zero 

derived denominalizations found with  change of locational and change of possessional  

constructions in English, albeit as an intransitive unaccusative as Pesetsky(1995) claims for 

get in English. The concepts of location and possession for GOAL  are however 

contributions from the PATH component framed in the verb peTuka.   
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Abstract 

In Arabic, accusative syncretizes with genitive in dual nouns (1) and affixal plural nouns 

(2) and (3), but not in singular nouns (4). 

(1)  
a. saaʕad-tu               al-muʕalim-ay-ni                                    

      helped-1sg           the-teacher. masc-acc-dual  

      „I helped the two (male) teachers.‟ 

b. kitaab-u                  al-muʕalim-ay-ni                                   

book-nom               the-teacher. masc-gen-dual 

(2)  
a. saaʕad-tu         al-muʕalim-ii-na 

      helped-1sg       the-teacher. masc-acc-pl  

      „I helped the male teachers.‟ 

b. kitaab-u         al-muʕalim-ii-na  

       book-nom      the-teacher. masc-gen-pl 

       „The male teachers' book.‟ 

(3)  
a. saaʕad-tu               al-muʕalim-aat-i                    

       helped-1sg            the-teacher. masc-pl. fem-acc  

       „I helped the female teachers.‟ 

b. kitaab-u          al-muʕalim-aat-i                          

       book-nom       the-teacher. masc-pl. fem-gen 

       „The female teachers' book.‟ 

(4)  
a. saaʕad-tu               al-muʕalim-a                   

       helped-1sg            the-teacher. masc-acc  

       „I helped the teacher.‟ 

b. kitaab-u               al-muʕalim-i                          

       book-nom           the-teacher. masc-gen 

       „The (male) teacher's book.‟ 
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This syncretism pattern is restricted to particular morphosyntactic contexts and occurs in 

particular nominal classes. At any rate, the morphemes that reflect this pattern of syncretism 

are either the distinct genitive –i or the morpheme that is derived by lengthening the distinct 

genitive, -ii. However, an exceptional syncretic pattern is seen in solid stems, where 

accusative syncretizes with genitive in singular nouns, see (5).  

(5)  
a.   saa?ad-tu         ibraheem-a 

                     belped-1sg       Abraham-acc  

                     „I helped Abraham.‟ 

b. ana     fi            bayruut-a   

I am     in          Beirut-gen 

                   „I am in Beirut.‟ 

Here, the morpheme –a, the distinct accusative Case marker on non-solid stems as seen in 

(4), marks both accusative and genitive. This pattern of syncretism cannot be 

accommodated with Caha's (2009) proposed hierarchy of Case as it involves placing 

accusative above genitive. Caha (2009) proposes that non-accidental Case syncretism 

targets adjacent Cases in a Case Hierarchy where accusative is lower than genitive. His 

proposal applies successfully to the Arabic dual and affixal plural nouns represented in (1), 

(2) and (3), but not to the noun class of solid stems represented in (5). This paper will show 

that Case syncretism in solid stems can be accommodated with Caha's framework but will 

need to be phonologically motivated. Therefore, in explaining Case syncretism, in Arabic, 

one needs to look at syntax-phonology dependency.       

Keywords: Arabic, Case Syncretism, Solid Stems, Morphosyntactic Contexts, Case 

Hierarchy. 

 

1. Case in Arabic  

Arabic has three morphological Cases which surface as suffixes on nouns, each Case has 

three markers whose distribution is based on number variation, which will be illustrated as 

we go. In singular nouns, in (1) below, Case is expressed by short vowels suffixed to the 

noun: the nominative –u, the accusative –a and the genitive –i
20

.  

                                                           
20 Abbreviations used in this paper are: 1: 1st person; 2: 2nd person; 3: 3rd person; acc: accusative; 
fem: feminine; gen: genitive; nom: nominative; masc: masculine; pl: plural; dl: dual; sg: singular; indef: 
indefinite; NP: noun phrase. 
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(1)  

a. jaa?-a                al-mu?alim-u  

                  came-3 sg          the-teacher-nom 

                 „The (male) teacher came.‟ 

b. saa?ad-tu       al-mu?alim-a 

                  helped-1sg    the-teacher-acc  

                  „I helped the (male) teacher.‟ 

c. na?dar-tu        ila          al-mu?alim-i     /al-kitaab-i  

                  looked-1sg.   at          the-teacher-gen /the-book-gen 

                   „I looked at the (male) teacher  the book.‟ 

The examples in (1) above show Case marking on a singular masculine noun. A singular 

feminine noun will receive the same Case marking as well. As is observed in the example 

in (1c) above, the adposition „at‟ takes a genitive object. 

2. Case in dual and plural nouns 

This section looks at Case in dual and plural nouns, indicating the syncretism of accusative 

and genitive in these nouns
21

. Dual and plural nouns show systematic Case syncretism 

                                                           
21 The morphemes -aani and -ayni; –uuna and –iina are analyzed in the literature as portmanteaux 
expressions of both Case and Number. However, the present paper presents them as analytic 
expressions of Case and Number.      
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between accusative and genitive, which occurs across dual and affixal plural nouns. This 

syncretism is neither the result of a phonological rule, nor a matter of accidental 

homophony.  

The examples in (2) below, show Case marking on dual nouns. The nominative Case is 

morphologically distinct from accusative and genitive Cases, which are morphologically 

the same.  

(2)   a. jaaʔ-a                   al-muʕalim-aa-ni       

                  came-3 sg               the-teacher. masc-nom-dual  

                  „The two (male) teachers came.‟ 

b. saaʕad-tu               al-muʕalim-ay-ni                                    

                  helped-1sg            the-teacher. masc-acc-dual  

                 „I helped the two (male) teachers.‟ 

c.  kitaab-u                  al-muʕalim-ay-ni                                   

                  book-nom                 the-teacher. masc-gen-dual 

                „The book of the two (male) teachers  the two (male) teachers' book.‟  

The morpheme –ay marks both the accusative and the genitive Case, see (2b) and (2c). It is 

worth to note that there is no correspondence between the sound and the spelling of the 

morpheme –ay-ni, which marks both accusative and genitive Cases in dual nouns. It spells 

as the alveopalatal semi vowel /ϳ/ and the nasal /n/ ending with the short vowel /i/.  

Genitive Case appears on a noun occurring as the subject of the head noun in Construct 

State constructions, see (2c). It also appears on nouns occurring as a complement of a 

preposition, see the following example:  
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(3)   nađar-tu        ila          al-muʕalim-ay-ni  

            looked-1sg.   at           the-teacher. masc-gen-dual   

           „I looked at the two teachers.‟ 

The affixally marked plural nouns, on the other hand, show syncretism between accusative 

and genitive. Accusative and genitive Cases are lexicalized by the morpheme -ii. In the 

examples below, the nominative Case is marked by -uu while the accusative and genitive 

Cases are marked by -ii
22

. 

(4)              a.  jaaʔ-a              al-muʕalim-uu-na  

                  came-3 sg             the-teacher. masc-nom-pl  

                 „The male teachers came.‟ 

              b. saaʕad-tu       al-muʕalim-ii-na 

                  helped-1sg       the-teacher. masc-acc-pl  

                  „I helped the male teachers.‟ 

              c.  kitaab-u        al-muʕalim-ii-na  

                  book-nom      the-teacher. masc-gen-pl 

                  „The male teachers' book.‟  

The noun in the above examples is a representative of masculine affixally plural nouns 

which mark Number by suffixation unlike non-affixal plural nouns which mark Number 

via internal vocalic changes. It is a representative of nouns with a human referent. Usually, 

                                                           
22There is no correspondence, however, between the sound and the spelling of the plural Case 
morphemes. The morpheme –uu-na is the transliteration of the bi-labio alveolar semi vowel /w/ and 
the nasal /n/ with a short vowel ending /–a/, while the morpheme –ii-na is the transliteration of the 
alveopalatal semi vowel /ϳ/ and the nasal /n/ with a short vowel ending /a/. 
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nouns with human referents show gender distinctions, compare the examples in (4) above 

with those in (6) below
23

.  As we can see, the morpheme -ii clubs both accusative and 

genitive. This morpheme seems to be a lengthening of the genitive Case morpheme -i, 

which marks genitive Case in singular nouns. Consider the example in (5) below, repeating 

the one in (1c). 

   (5)     na?dar-tu        ila          al-mu?alim-i     /al-kitaab-i  

             looked-1sg.    at          the-teacher-gen /the-book-gen 

             „I looked at the (male) teacher  the book.‟ 

With this in mind, the genitive Case appears to the one extending to include the accusative 

Case. Hence, it needs to be projected higher in the Case Hierarchy than the accusative, so 

the downwards effects of Case syncretism take place. Projecting genitive on top of the 

accusative meets Caha‟s (2009) claim that the Case higher in the hierarchy is the one 

extending downwards. Now, let us see how Case is marked on feminine plural nouns.  

(6)   a.   jaaʔ-at                al-muʕalim-aat-u             

                  came-3 sg           the-teacher. masc-pl. fem-nom  

                  „The female teachers came.‟ 

             b. saaʕad-tu               al-muʕalim-aat-i 

                  helped-1sg                the-teacher. masc-pl. fem-acc  

                  „I helped the female teachers.‟ 

                                                           
23 The gender of nouns with non-human referents is lexically specified; they can be either inherently 
masculine which cannot be feminized or inherently feminine. 
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              c. kitaab-u       al-muʕalim-aat-i 

book-nom    the-teacher. masc-pl. fem-gen 

„The female teachers' book.‟  

The examples in (6) above show Case marking on a noun representative of feminine 

affixally plural nouns. As shown, the nominative Case is marked by –u while the 

accusative and genitive are marked by –i. It is the genitive morpheme -i that clearly 

appears in the accusative. Thus, the direction in which Case syncretism is happening meets 

Caha‟s proposed derivations, whereby Case syncretism spreads in a top-down fashion.  

Up to this point, we have been introduced to the Case marking system on both masculine 

and feminine affixal plural nouns. The Case syncretism occurring in these plural nouns is 

both systematic and context-dependent since it only takes place across masculine and 

feminine affixal plural nouns
24

. 

The Case morphemes in dual and masculine affixal plural nouns are traditionally seen as 

long vowels compared to the short vowels marking Case on singular nouns. At any rate, 

the paper proposes that it is the genitive Case morpheme in dual and affixal, masculine and 

feminine, plural nouns, which appears in the accusative. The accusative Case is part of the 

substructure of the genitive in the Case Hierarchy, but not vice versa.  

 

 

                                                           
24 Non-affixal plural nouns do not show any Case syncretism at all. Cases are marked distinctly.  
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(7) Syncretism effects spreading downwards 

                                          Genitive                                                 

                                      C          Accusative  

                                                            B           Nominative         

                                                                         A                NP 

                                                                                ….. 

If syncretism is likely to happen, it happens in a top-bottom fashion, as indicated in the tree 

above. The derivation in (7) is line with Caha‟s claims regarding the direction in which the 

syncretism is happening.       

3. Case Syncretism in Singular Nouns 

There is a class of singular nouns traditionally known as solid stems which differ from 

non-solid stems in terms of their unanalyzability into a root-and-pattern morphology. 

Interestingly, solid stems differ from other noun classes with respect to the context in 

which Case syncretism takes place. More specifically, these stems exceptionally show 

syncretism between accusative and genitive in singular nouns. Surprisingly, the morpheme 

that reflects Case syncretism in this noun class is the morpheme –a, the distinct accusative 

on non-solid stems, see (1). Hence, three characteristics distinguish the class of solid stems 

from other nominal classes: (i) the unanalyzability of these stems; (ii) the context where 
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Case Syncretism takes place; and (iii) that the morpheme which reflects Case syncretism is 

the accusative –a.    

The morpheme –a, which only marks accusative Case on non-solid stems seen above, 

marks both accusative and genitive on solid stems.  

(8)                 a. jaaʔ-a                    ibraheem-u
25

 

                  came-3 sg              Abraham-nom  

                 „Abraham came.‟ 

a. saaʕad-tu               ibraheem-a 

                  helped-1sg           Abraham-acc  

                  „I helped Abraham.‟ 

b. ana      fi            bayruut-a   

                  I am    in          Beirut-gen 

                         „I am in Beirut.‟ 

The pattern of Case syncretism in this class of nouns cannot be accommodated with Caha's 

(2009) proposed Hierarchy of Case. In Caha‟s proposal, the genitive is listed to the left of 

the accusative, hence projecting higher than the accusative in the Case Hierarchy, see (9) 

and (10).  

(9) Universal Case Contiguity:  

a. Non-accidental case syncretism targets contiguous regions in a sequence 

invariant across languages.  

                                                           
25 ibraheem ‘Abraham’ is not Arabic. It undergoes the same Case marking in the accusative and in the 
genitive. This is traditionally seen as the result of being a non-Arab name. Similarly, bayruut ‘Beirut’ is 
a non-Arab solid stem which undergoes the same Case marking in the accusative and the genitive Case.  
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b. The Case sequence:  

nominative – accusative – genitive – dative – instrumental – comitative  

(Caha, 2009, p. 10) 

(10) Case Hierarchy  

                                          Genitive                                                 

                                      C          Accusative  

                                                            B           Nominative         

                                                                         A                NP 

                                                                                            ….. 

However, the Case Hierarchy required for solid stems does not meet Caha‟s proposal as it 

involves placing genitive to the left of the accusative, hence projecting lower in the 

hierarchy.   

(11) Nominative – Genitive – Accusative  

Casting the pattern of Case syncretism occurring in solid stems under Caha's proposed 

derivations, we will, instead, get the following hierarchy:  

(12)       Accusative                        

                C             Genitive    

                           B           Nominative        

                                        A               NP 
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Caha (2009) proposes that non-accidental Case syncretism targets adjacent Cases on a 

Case Hierarchy where accusative is lower than genitive. Thus, Caha's proposal would 

render the Case syncretism of accusative and genitive in solid stems in (8), which violates 

the Universal Case Contiguity principle in (9), as irregular, if not accidental.     

Solid stems are traditionally presented as a class of nouns, usually borrowings, which are 

phonologically characterized with their unanalyzability into roots and patterns i.e. they 

cannot be analyzed into a consonantal root and vowel templates, see Ryding (2005) for 

more. For example, a word like muusiiqa „music‟ cannot be analyzed the same way as a 

word like kitaab „book‟ does
26

. Words like kitaab „book‟ can be analyzed into a 

consonantal root /ktb/ and a vowel template of the pattern /CiCaaC/.  

The class of solid stems includes non-native proper names, names of places
27

 (e.g., bayruut 

„Beirut‟), two syllabic nouns which include certain adjectival stems (e.g., aswad „black‟), 

some non-affixal plural nouns (e.g., aflaam „movies‟), and some Arabic personal names 

(e.g., Ahmed).   

This class receives identical marking for accusative and genitive Case in the context of 

singular number. It shows an exceptional syncretism pattern, as it is not usually pervasive 

in other singular nouns, see (1) above. Below, a solid-stem noun exhibiting how the three 

Cases are marked in this class of nouns:            

(13) a.   jaaʔ-a              ibraheem-u 

                  came-3 sg       Abraham-nom  

                  „Abraham came.‟ 

                                                           
26

 Examples of solid stems are taken from Ryding (2005). 
27 Not all names of places are non-analyzable into a root-and-pattern, e.g., maktabat ‘library’.  
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b.   saaʕad-tu         ibraheem-a 

                  helped-1sg      Abraham-acc  

                  „I helped Abraham.‟ 

c.   nadar-tu    ila          ibraheem-a   

                  look-1sg.   at           Abraham-gen 

                  „I looked at Abraham.‟ 

The Case markings on this example will be summarized in the following table, where 

shading indicates syncretism. 

 Abraham (proper name) 

NOM  

ACC 

GEN 

 Ibraheem-u 

Ibraheem-a  

Ibraheem-a 

The syntactic structure underlying Case in this class will consequently be partitioned into 

two “portions”
28

, each of which is spelled out by a separate morpheme; see (15) repeating 

the one in (12). 

(19) Accusative                          

          C             Genitive               

                      B           Nominative         

                                     A                NP* 

                                                         ….. 

                                                           
28

 Using Pantcheva (2009) terminology in her analysis of directional expressions 
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There are three morphemes to lexicalize the syntactic structure underlying Case in non-

solid singulars, but only two morphemes available for the syntactic structure underlying 

Case in solid stems: one more “dedicated”
29

 to lexicalize the nominative and another one 

left to lexicalize both the accusative and the genitive Case. 

(19)     /-u/      Nominative        

                   A 

The lexical tree in (16) lexicalizes the syntactic structure underlying the nominative Case 

only ignoring the trace of the NP, and leaving the lexicalization of the other part of the 

syntactic tree for the lexical entry of the morpheme –a.  

(19) /-a/        Accusative   

                     C           Genitive         

                                        B 

But this violates the Universal Contiguity Principle in (9) if it is to be approached within 

Caha's (2009) framework; that is because of the place of the accusative which brings out 

the match between the lexical tree of the accusative in (17) and the upper part of the 

syntactic tree in (15). 

Thus, the syncretism between accusative and genitive in this class of nouns appears to 

occur in contiguous regions on a Case Hierarchy which is slightly different from Caha's 

(2009). More accurately, the hierarchical structure in (15) differs from Caha's in terms of 

                                                           
29 To use a term of Caha (2011).  
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projecting accusative above genitive, but not vice versa. This contrasts Caha's claim of a 

restrictive order of Cases common across languages. For Caha (2009, p. 10), there is only 

one “actual” sequence of Cases with the accusative ordered to the left of the genitive in the 

linear sequence. The Case sequence for solid stems must be of the form: 

(19)  Nominative – Genitive - Accusative 

The difference between Caha's proposed Case sequence and the one proposed for solid 

stems will be minimal, as it only involves changing the positions of two adjacent Cases.                                         

Although the syncretism between accusative and genitive in solid stems is systematic in the 

sense of occurring across a class of nouns, it is still phonologically driven on some of these 

stems. More specifically, syncretism can be the outcome of the phonological process of 

deletion whereby distinct forms appear to be syncretic. Such a pattern can be found in 

some solid stems like muusiiqa „music‟ that has invariant forms for all Cases across the 

board. 

 

(19)  

 

 Music (mass) 

NOM  

ACC 

GEN 

muusiiqa   

muusiiqa 

muusiiqa 
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The word muusiiqa „music‟ inflects just like any other solid stem by bearing the 

nominative –u and the accusative/genitive –a, but these Case morphemes fail to appear or 

rather deleted in roots ending with certain vowels.    

(20)  Deletion: /u/ and /a/ + V [+central]        Ø/ a--  

This deletion over phonological reasons is not unique to this word, however. It occurs also 

in other words with the same ending. For example, mustashfa „hospital‟ and komeedia 

„comedy‟ will have the same ending in the nominative, accusative and or the genitive Case. 

These are examples of solid stems. Phonological truncation resulting in Case syncretism is 

quite common in singular nouns ending with vowels, namely high and centralized vowels.         

However, the majority of solid stems show a different syncretism pattern. They rather 

show a phonologically-motivated syncretism represented in the phonological shapes of 

these stems, which cannot be analyzed with the usual consonantal root and vowel pattern 

template, unique to Arabic. The unanalyzability of these noun stems is the phonological 

context for the application of Case syncretism, which must be considered in the syntactic 

representation of Case in these stems. Here, Case syncretism does not involve any 

phonological deletion process but rather requires a certain phonological context, as is 

shown below.  

It seems that we have to differentiate between two phonologically dependent syncretisms 

in solid stems: (i) a phonologically-driven pattern (usually the result of a phonological 

process that targets either the stem or the Case suffixes themselves) shown in (19) and (20) 

above; and (ii) a phonologically-motivated pattern.  
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In the phonology-motivated pattern, no phonological deletion or truncation is taking place. 

It is merely induced by a phonological environment. Perhaps this is an answer to the 

question that why only solid stems show Case syncretism in the singular, but not other 

nominal classes. There is a traditional insight that the syncretism between accusative and 

genitive in solid stems occurs over phonological aspects. These phonological aspects have 

been looked at in terms of the unanalyzability of these stems into roots and patterns (cf. 

Ryding, 2005 for more on solid stems).  

Thus, the unanalyzability of solid stems is a phonological context that serves as a 

conditioning environment for Case syncretism in this class of nouns. Therefore, I suggest 

that this conditioning environment, which also distinguishes solid stems from other 

nominal classes, be incorporated into the syntactic as well as the lexical representation for 

these stems. 

(21)    Accusative                          

 C             Genitive               

              B           Nominative         

                            A         [+unanalyzable]  

                                                  [NP]                                                                                   

The syntactic tree in (21) is the underlying structure of Case in solid stems with the 

phonological property [+unanalyzable] that serves as a triggering environment for Case 

syncretism in this class of nouns. This syntactic tree will consequently require a morpheme 

whose lexical entry is specified for the same phonological property. As is shown below, 
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the lexical tree of the Case morphemes in the noun class of solid stems is specified for the 

property [+unanalyzable] as well.  

(22)/-a/        Accusative   

          C           Genitive         

                    B        [+unanalyzable] 

Incorporating such a phonological property into the syntactic as well as the lexical 

representation of Case in solid stems makes it clear that the morpheme –a in these stems is 

not the same –a in other noun stems, the latter is not phonologically motivated. Moreover, 

it tells us how the syncretism pattern where no phonological deletion taking place is 

triggered differently from the phonologically-driven pattern that results from a 

phonological deletion targeting Case morphemes in this class of noun stems.   

Thus, we have two syncretism patterns in solid stems. The first pattern is phonologically 

driven and is seen in words like muusiiqa „music‟, komeedia „comedy‟ and mustashfa 

„hospital‟, which will have identical endings in all Cases. In these words, Case markers are 

deleted due to phonological reasons, e.g. high and central vowels. The second pattern, on 

the other hand, is phonologically motivated and is seen in words like ghazat „Gaza‟, 

bayruut „Beirut‟, aswad „black‟, Ahmed and Ibraheem (proper nouns), and aflaam 

„movies‟, where no phonological deletion is happening. In these words, nominative is 

marked by –u, whereas accusative and genitive receive the same marking, –a. Although 

these words are all solid stems characterized with their unanalyzability, they differ in terms 

of the Case syncretism patterns they show.  
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 The question one needs to ask is whether the syncretism pattern in solid stems in general is 

a non-accidental one as proposed by Caha (2009). Obviously, it is not a non-accidental 

pattern; that is because it does not meet Caha's (2009) proposed Case Hierarchy. It is not 

caused by phonological truncation either. It is true that Case morphemes get deleted from 

some examples of solid stems due phonological reasons, but this is not true for all solid 

stems. As is discussed above, Case syncretism in the majority of solid stems is driven by a 

certain phonological property characteristic of these stems.  

Thus, Case syncretism in most solid stems is neither non-accidental nor an accidental one 

under Caha's claims. Since it is triggered by a phonological property, the extent the 

phonology of the language is taken to be responsible for accidental syncretism must be 

reconsidered. The question whether accidental syncretism includes only the phonological 

processes that either target stems or Case affixes or goes further to include the conditioning 

phonological properties needs further explanation within Caha's theory. 

At any rate, I will take the pattern of Case syncretism that holds in solid stems as an 

exceptional and an accidental one. That is, it is the product of phonology, be it the result of 

a phonological process that deletes Case suffixes or a phonologically motivated one 

triggered by the unanalyzability of these stems into a root-and-pattern morphology. 

4. Conclusion   

This paper has reported on a Case syncretism pattern that targets a special class of nominal 

stems in Arabic. Unlike other noun classes, solid stems are the only class that shows a 

syncretism between accusative and genitive in the context of singular number. Therefore, it 

has been taken as an exceptional syncretism pattern. Moreover, solid stems differ from 
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other noun classes in terms of the morpheme that reflects Case syncretism, requiring a 

distinct Case Hierarchy. This pattern does not fall in line with Caha's (2009) claims of a 

Universal Case Contiguity principle and a Case Hierarchy universal to all languages, as it 

involves placing accusative above genitive. 

The paper has pointed out that Case syncretism in most solid stems is neither non-

accidental nor an accidental one, if it is to apply Caha's principles. It targets contiguous 

Cases in a sequence different from Caha's (2009). Moreover, it is bound to target certain 

noun stems with a certain property, namely the non-native root and pattern morphology 

inherent in these noun stems. They cannot be analyzed into a root-and-pattern morphology. 

The paper has found that there are two syncretism patterns in solid stems: a 

phonologically-driven pattern and a phonologically-motivated one. They both differ in 

terms of the mechanisms used to derive them. In either case, the paper takes Case 

syncretism in solid stems as a product of phonology, hence an accidental one. 
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Abstract 

Based on the fact that the use of koɭ to express strict local reflexivity is obligatory in non-dative 

experiencer constructions while it is ruled out in dative experiencer constructions, where the strict 

local reflexivity is expressed using reduplicated taan with an emphatic clitic, this paper argues that 

the argument structure of the verb is what determines the permissibility of koɭ in these 

constructions. 

After demonstrating what appears to be a complementarity in the means of expressing strict local 

reflexivity between dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer construction, this 

paper delves into the context of psych verbs where the nominative-‟dative subject‟
30

 variation is 

only one of the possible bases for a classification along with its morphological make-up, whether it 

denotes a subject experiencer or an object experiencer, whether it expresses a stative or an eventive 

aspect. 

It is shown that only a distinction based on the argument structure of the verb can make the right 

generalization about the feasibility of koɭ in psych verb constructions. 

Keywords: binding, local reflexivity, anaphor, psych verb, argument structure, aspectual 

properties, dative experiencer, koɭ. 

 

1. Introduction 

In this paper I will show that dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer 

constructions use complementary methods to express strict local reflexivity in Tamil (and 

other major Dravidian languages such as Kannada and Telugu that use this morpheme). 

That is, the morpheme koɭ is necessary to express strict local reflexivity in non-dative 

experiencer constructions whereas it is not allowed in dative experiencer constructions. In 

                                                           
30

 For the purposes of the discussion, I maintain the term „dative subject‟ without exploring in detail its 

syntactic composition 
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dative experiencer constructions, reduplication of taan is sufficient to express strict local 

reflexivity. I will argue that the above mentioned complementarity makes the case for a 

connection between koɭ and the argument structure of the contentful verb (as in Lidz 1996).  

In Section 2, I will demonstrate the clear complementarity with respect to strict local 

reflexivity in non-dative experiencer constructions and dative experiencer constructions. In 

Section 3, I will explore different potential bases to dictate the use of koɭ or its prohibition 

such as the morphological composition of the psych verb, the subject or object orientation 

of the psych verb, the aspectual flavor of the predicate and the argument structure of the 

contentful verb, ending with an argument in favor of the last. Section 4 concludes with the 

argument that the use of koɭ is closely linked with the argument structure of the contentful 

verb, specifically, whether it takes a nominative subject or a ‟dative subject‟.  

I will describe the local reflexivity patterns in Tamil in the following section.  

2  Local Reflexivity in Dative Experiencer Constructions and non-Dative 

Experiencer Constructions 

2.1  Strict Local Reflexivity in Tamil 

Strict local reflexivity in Tamil is accomplished using one of the two methods listed in (1). 

(1)  i. Using koɭ
31

 

       ii. Using taan reduplication-emphatic and koɭ 

                                                           
31

 Although the use of the morpheme koɭ has also been observed in the contexts of unaccusativity and 

benefaction (Amritavalli 1984, Lidz 1996, Hariprasad 1998, Sundaresan 2012), this paper focuses 

exclusively on the use of koɭ in the context of local reflexivity and leaves for another time an analysis of the 

use of koɭ in the non-reflexive conte 
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Consider (2) and (3) which show that strict local reflexivity can only be expressed in the 

presence of koɭ in the context of a verb such as kiɭ meaning „pinch‟.  

(2) Raman tann - e kiɭ - i- ko - nɖ - aan 

      Raman self - ACC pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3. SG . M 

      ‟Ramani pinched selfi.‟ 

(3) *Raman tann - e kiɭ - i- n - aan 

        Raman self - ACC pinch - ASP - TNS - 3. SG . M 

        ‟Ramani pinched selfi.‟(Intended) 

Reduplication of taan in (4) is in fact ungrammatical and does not ‟save‟ (3) from the 

necessity of using koɭ. Use of koɭ as in (5) makes the sentence grammatical and expresses 

strict local reflexivity.  

(4) *Raman tann - e taan - ee kiɭ - i-n - aan 

        Raman self - ACC self - EMPH pinch - ASP - TNS - 3. SG . M 

       ‟Ramani pinched selfi.‟(Intended) 

(5)  Raman tann-e taan-ee kiɭ -i -ko - nɖ -aan 

       Raman self - ACC self - EMPH pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

       ‟Ramani pinched selfi.‟  

2.2 An Interesting Deviation  
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Psych verbs present an interesting anomaly to the pattern observed above. They don‟t seem 

to pattern the same way in their use of koɭ. Certain psych verbs allow the use of koɭ in local 

reflexivity contexts while some don‟t as seen by the grammaticality of (6) and the 

ungrammaticality of (7).  

(6) Ramantann-e veru-ttu -ko - nɖ -aan  

      Raman self - ACC hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

      ‟Ramani hated selfi.‟ 

(7) Raman-ukku tann-e piɖi-ttu -ko -nɖ - aan 

       Raman-DAT self -ACC like-ASP-koɭ-TNS- 3.SG.M  

       ‟Ramani liked selfi.‟(Intended)  

It is the objective of this paper to develop a pattern in the apparent anomaly by exploring 

the different possible bases for classifying psych verbs.  

2.3 Psych Verbs  

Psych verbs have often been analysed in literature as a unique class due to their thematic 

structure. Typically, a psych verb is analysed as subcategorising for two arguments. They 

are claimed to theta mark for an EXPERIENCER role and a THEME role. Psych verbs in 

general indicate a psychological state or process. Many studies have sought to describe and 

ex- plain the semantic and syntactic contributions and functions of these verbs (Belletti and 

Rizzi 1988, Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky 1995).  
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Structurally, psych verbs have been classified on the basis of whether the EXPERIENCER 

is SUBJECT ORIENTED or OBJECT ORIENTED. SUBJECT ORIENTED psych verbs 

are uncontroversially analysed as stative verbs whereas there is no consensus in the 

analysis of OBJECT ORIENTED psych verbs with various competing analyses of their 

aspectual contribution. While Belletti and Rizzi (1988) proposes to treat psych verbs as 

unaccusatives, Pesetsky (1995) assumes that psych verbs have a causative interpretation.  

Before going into a descriptive analysis of the compatibility of koɭ with psych verbs, it is 

important to understand the morphological make-up of psych verbs and their syntactic 

properties. A majority of the psych verbs in Tamil is derived through the process of 

verbalization of nominals. Verbalization of nominals is a highly productive word formation 

operation in Tamil. One of a limited number of verbal affixes attaches to a nominal to form 

a compound verb. The nominal element of the compound verb is not case marked and it 

may be the semantic object of the verbal affix.  

Morphologically speaking, psych verbs in Tamil can be classified into two broad classes 

that I will label for the sake of convenience as either (8a) or (8b).  

(8) a. Root verbs 

      b. Compound verbs  

What I label root verb type psych verbs are similar to the psych verbs in English where the 

verb is non-compositional. The compound verb type psych verbs are verbalized nominals.  

Root verb type psych verbs in Tamil can be transitive (see (9)) or intransitive (see (10)).  
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(9) Raman Ramesh - e madi - tt - aan  

      Raman Ramesh - ACC esteem - TNS - 3.SG.M  

      ‟Raman esteemed Ramesh.‟  

(10) Raman varundi - n - aan  

        Ramanmourn -TNS-3.SG.M  

        ‟Raman mourned.‟  

Some take a nominative subject (see (11)) while some take what appears to be a ‟dative 

subject‟ (see (12)).  

(11) Raman Sita - ve virumbi - n - aan  

        Raman Sita - ACC love - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ‟Raman loved Sita.‟ 

(12) Raman - ukku Sita - ve piɖikkum  

        Raman - DAT Sita - ACC like  

        ‟Raman likes Sita.‟  

A few more examples of root verb psych verbs are given in Table 1.  

 

Tamil  English  
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veru  despise  

kuzhappu  confuse  

virumbu  like  

kaadali  love  

taangu  tolerate  

    Table 1: Root verb psych verbs  

As mentioned above, majority of the psych verbs in Tamil are of the form of a compound 

verb that has the morphological composition NOUN-VERB(-VERB). Just like root verb 

psych verbs, this class also consists of both transitive verbs (see (13)) and intransitive verbs 

(see (14)). 

(13)  Raman Ramesh - e koova - ppaɖu - tti - naan  

         Raman Ramesh - ACC anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‟Raman angered Ramesh.‟ 

(14)  Raman adisaya - ppa - ʈ - aan  

          Raman surprise - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ‟Raman was surprised.‟  

Like root verb psych verbs, some members of the compound verb class can take ‟dative 

subjects‟. (see (15)).  
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(15) Raman - ukku aattiram - va - nd - adu  

        Raman - DAT rage - come - TNS - 3.SG.N  

        ‟Raman was enraged.‟  

A few more examples of this type of psych verbs are given in Table 2.  

Tamil  English  

sittiravadai sei  torture  

ericcal muuʈu  irritate  

sanga a pa uttu  sadden  

aarudal aɭi  comfort  

poraamai koɭ get jealous  

tirupti aakku  satisfy  

    Table 2: Compound verb psych verbs  

There are different bases on which to potentially classify psych verbs. These are listed in 

(16).  

(16) 1. Morphological structure 

        2. Subject or Object Experiencer  

        3. Aspectual character of the predicate (i.e. stative vs. eventive)  
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        4. Argument Structure  

In the following section, I examine each possibility and show that the data argues for the 

use of argument structure as a basis for defining the context of use of koɭ to indicate strict 

local reflexivity.  

3  Compatibility of koɭ with Psych Verbs  

3.1  On the basis of morphological structure 

3.1.1  Root Verb Psych Verbs 

Some psych verbs of the root verb type allow the use of koɭ to express local reflexivity (see 

(17)) while some don‟t (see (18)). 

(17)  Raman tann -e veru-ttu -ko -nɖ -aan  

         Raman SELF - ACC hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‟Raman hates himself.‟  

(18)  *Raman tann -e kaadal-ittu -ko -nɖ - aan 

           Raman SELF-ACC love -ASP- koɭ -TNS - 3.SG.M  

            ‟Raman loves himself.‟  

In the case of kaadal (meaning „love‟), use of koɭ to express local reflexivity is not allowed 

(see (17)) whereas in the case of veru (meaning „hate‟), use of koɭ is preferred in 

expressing local reflexivity (see (18)). 
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Given in Table 3 is a collection of psych verbs of the root verb type along with their 

compatibility with koɭ.  

Tamil  English  Compatibility with koɭ  

kuzhappu  confuse  allowed  

madi  value  allowed  

nambu  trust  allowed  

neesi  love  not allowed  

kaadali  love  not allowed  

   Table 3: Compatibility of koɭ with root verb psych verbs  

At first glance, two sub-types of psych verbs can be identified as disallowing the use of koɭ 

to express local reflexivity are given in (19).  

(19) a. Intransitive verbs such as varundu (meaning „regret‟), ta umaaru (meaning   

 „hesitate‟) and taangu (meaning „tolerate‟). (an obvious requirement for reflexivity)  

        b. Verbs that require the experiencer and theme to have different references as in 

 kaadali (meaning „love‟) or kenju (meaning „implore‟)  

This sheds light on two requirements for koɭ to appear in contexts of local reflexivity (see 

(20)). 
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(20) a. The verb should subcategorise for two arguments. (an obvious requirement for co-

 argument binding)  

         b. The semantic properties of the verb should allow for the experiencer and theme to 

 have the same reference.  

3.1.2  Compound Psych Verbs  

In the previous section, I showed that the transitivity and semantics of the verb affect the 

permissibility of koɭ to express local reflexivity in the case of root verb psych verbs in 

Tamil. In this section, I will consider psych verbs of the second type, the compound verbs.  

In the case of compound verbs, as opposed to root verbs, the verb has at least two 

components, a NOUN and a VERB. Most of these verbal components also stand alone as 

root verbs, although not as psych verbs. Here, it is important to consider the role played by 

each constituent when it comes to determining the permissibility of koɭ to express local 

reflexivity. (21) lists the broad groups classified based on the verbal affix:  

(21)  

i. sei meaning ‟do‟ or ‟make‟  

ii. uruttu meaning ‟embody‟  

iii. muuʈu meaning ‟kindle‟  

iv. pa u meaning ‟effect‟  

v. pa uttu meaning ‟cause‟ 

vi. eerppa uttu meaning ‟cause‟ 

  vii.  un aakku meaning ‟cause‟  
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  viii.  aɭi meaning ‟bestow‟  

    ix.  vei meaning‟put‟  

     x.  koɭ meaning ‟hold‟ or ‟accept‟  

    xi.  vaa meaning ‟come‟  

    xii.  ko u meaning‟give‟  

   xiii.  a ai meaning ‟achieve‟ or ‟obtain‟  

    xiv.  iru meaning ‟be‟  

The first question to tackle is whether the transitivity or intransitivity of the verbal 

component in the compound verb determines the transitivity or intransitivity of the psych 

verb and thus affects the permissibility of koɭ.  

Consider pa u (literally meaning „fall‟) which is in its own right, an intransitive verb. 

However, when used as a verbal component in a compound verb, the resulting compound 

verb may or may not be transitive.  

(22)  Raman Krishnan - meele sandega - ppaʈ - aan  

         Raman Krishnan - on doubt - fall.TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‟Raman doubted Krishnan.‟ 

(23)  Raman baya - ppaʈ - aan  

         Raman fear - fall.TNS - 3.SG.M  
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        ‟Raman got scared.‟  

In the context of compound verb type of psych verbs, the transitivity or intransitivity of the 

compound verb psych verb does not derive directly from the transitivity or intransitivity of 

the verbal component. Thus, the permissibility of koɭ cannot also be directly derived from 

the verbal component alone. In other words, the argument structure of the psych verb is 

independent of the argument structure of the verbal component in the compound verb.  

Now it is necessary to test the contribution of the nominal part of the compound verb to the 

psych verb‟s transitivity or intransitivity. Consider the following set of psych verbs, all 

derived from the same noun using different verbal suffixes. This should provide an 

interesting paradigm to study. Table 4 illustrates this paradigm with the noun koovam 

(meaning „anger‟). 

Tamil  English  Transitivity  

koovam muuʈu  to anger  transitive  

koova paɖuttu  to anger  transitive  

koovam koɭ  to be angry  intransitive  

koova ppaɖu  to be angry  intransitive  

koovam aɖai  to be angry  intransitive  

   Table 4: Different verbal suffixes with the same nominal  

Here, despite sharing the same nominal morpheme koovam, the compound verbs derived 

from it consist of both transitive and intransitive verbs. Now let us examine the 
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permissibility of koɭ to express local reflexivity with the verbs in this paradigm as detailed 

in (24)-(33). 

(24)  *Raman tann - e koovam muuʈ - in - aan  

           Raman self - ACC anger CAUSE - TNS - 3.SG.M  

           ‟Ramani angered selfi.‟(Intended)  

(25)  Raman tann - e koovam muuʈi - ko - nɖ - aan 

          Raman SELF - ACC anger cause - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ‟Ramani angered selfi.‟  

(26)  *Raman tann - e koova - ppaɖu - tti - naan  

            Raman self - ACC anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M 

           ‟Ramani angered selfi.‟(Intended)  

(27)  Raman   tann.-e   koova-ppaɖutt-i -ko -nɖ - aan  

         Raman   SELF-ACC anger -fall -ASP-koɭ-TNS - 3.SG.M 

         ‟Ramani angered selfi.‟ 

 

 

(28)  *Ramantann-e   koovam-ko -nɖ -aan  

           Raman self - ACC  anger - take - TNS - 3.SG.M  
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          ‟Ramani angered selfi.‟(Intended)  

(29)  *Ramantann -e         koovam-ko -nɖu -ko -nɖ - aan 

            Raman SELF-ACC anger -take-ASP-koɭ-TNS- 3.SG.M 

            ‟ Ramani angered selfi.‟(Intended)  

(30)  *Ramantann -e   koova-ppa-ʈ -aan  

           Raman SELF - ACC  anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

           ‟ Ramani angered selfi.‟ (Intended) 

(31)  *Raman      tann - e  koova - ppaʈ - u - ko- nɖ - aan  

            Raman self-ACC anger - fall - asp - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M 

            ‟ Ramani angered selfi.‟ (Intended)  

(32)  *Raman tann - e  koovam - aɖaindaan  

           Raman self - ACC  anger - obtain.3.SG.M  

           ‟ Ramani angered selfi.‟ (Intended)  

(33) *Raman tann-e   koovam-aɖai -ndu-ko - nɖ -aan 

          Raman self - ACC  anger - obtain - asp - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ‟ Ramani angered selfi.‟ (Intended)  
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As in the case of root verb psych verbs, koɭ is necessary to ex- press local reflexivity in 

transitive verbs and is not allowed intransitive verbs (since they don‟t allow co-argument 

binding), irrespective of the individual contribution of the components.  

This indicates that if transitivity is used as a classifying property for a compound verb 

psych verb to define context where koɭ is allowed to be used to express local reflexivity, it 

must be the transitivity of the entire compound verb that must be considered and not the 

verbal component alone or the semantic contribution of the nominal component alone. 

Thus, the first category of verbs that disallow koɭ as a local reflexive in the root verb psych 

verbs has the same effect in the case of compound verb psych verbs.  

The second category of verbs that disallows the use of koɭ to express local reflexivity in the 

case of root verb psych verbs is the category of verbs that by virtue of their meaning 

require the experiencer and the theme to have different references.  

Such a requirement is also evident in the case of compound verb psych verbs as seen in 

(34).  

(34) *Raman tann - e   poraamai - paɖu - tti - ko - nɖ -aan 

          Raman self - ACC  surprise - fall - asp - koɭ - TNS - S.SG.M 

          ‟ Ramani caused selfi to be envious of selfi.‟(Intended)  

The verb poraamaippaɖuttu (meaning „to cause someone to envy self‟), although a 

transitive verb here, cannot take a theme that has the same reference as the agent, thus 

blocking the use of koɭ to express local reflexivity. 
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Thus, the same pattern of occurrence of koɭ to express local reflexivity is observed in both 

root verb type and compound verb type of psych verbs in Tamil. This indicates that the 

morphological composition of the psych verb is not a factor in the compatibility of koɭ with 

psych verbs in strictly local reflexive constructions.  

3.2 Subject versus Object Experiencer  

Psych verbs can also be classified on the basis of whether the experiencer is the subject or 

the object. Consider the following constructions. 

(35)  Raman   Krishnan - e   kuzhapp - in - aan 

         Raman.NOM  Krishnan - ACC  confuse - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         „Raman confused Krishnan.‟  

(36)  Raman   Krishnan - e   veru - tt - aan  

          Raman.NOM  Krishnan - ACC  hate - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          „Raman hated Krishnan.‟  

The verb kuzhappu, meaning „to confuse‟ is an object experiencer psych verb as seen in 

(35) while the verb veru, meaning „to hate‟ is a subject experiencer psych verb as seen in 

(36). Certain subject experiencer psych verbs are intransitive and as shown in the previous 

section, are semantically incompatible with the notion of local reflexivity and by extension 

the morpheme koɭ in the context of local reflexivity.  
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Some subject experiencer psych verbs are compatible with koɭ in the context of local 

reflexivity, as seen in (37), while some aren‟t, as seen in (38).  

(37)  Raman   tann-e taan-ee        madi -ccu - ko-nɖ -aan 

         Raman.NOM  self - ACC self - EMPH  esteem - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         „Raman esteemed himself.‟  

(38)  *Raman-ukkutann -e  taan -ee                 aattiram- van -du -ko -nɖ -aan 

           Raman - DAT           SELF-ACC SELF-EMPH anger-come-ASP-koɭ- TNS - 

3.SG.M  

           „Raman got angry at self.‟ (Intended)  

Thus, the subject experiencer versus object experiencer distinction cannot in isolation form 

the basis for accounting for the permissibility of koɭ.  

3.3 Aspectual character of the predicate  

Another basis for classification of psych verbs is the aspectual character of the predicate. 

Psych verbs in Tamil have been classified as either statives or eventives for the purposes of 

defining an environment for koɭ (Sundaresan 2012).  

Sundaresan (2012) proposes a perspectival analysis of binding, local or long-distance. 

Analysing the role of koɭ in local reflexivity, Sundaresan proposes that koɭ motivates the 

merge of an Aspres head (a resultative aspectual head) that is merged above a VoiceP. 

Consider (39) from Sundaresan (2016) that is proposed to have the structure in (40).  
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(39) Kalpana tann -e kiɭ -i -ko -nɖ - aaɭ 

        Kalpana.NOM anaph - ACC pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.F  

        „Kalpana pinched herself.‟  

(40)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sundaresan (2012) claims that potential perspective holders are either AGENTS or 

EXPERIENCERS, thus extending the analysis to binding in psych verb constructions. 

Sundaresan (2016) observes that koɭ is compatible with certain psych verbs but not with 
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certain others. These two categories of psych verbs are differentiated based on the 

aspectual categories stative and eventive. Consider the paradigms in (41) and (42) based on 

data in Sundaresan (2016).  

(41) Abinaya             tann - e              virumbu - gir - aaɭ /*virumb-i -koɭ-gir -aaɭ 

        Abinaya.NOM ANAPH - ACC  love - TNS - 3.SG.F /love -ASP -koɭ -TNS -3.SG.F  

        „Abinaya loves self.‟  

(42) Raman            baya-nd -aan /baya-ndu -konɖ -aan 

        Raman.NOM fear - TNS - 3.SG.M / fear - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        „Raman got scared‟  

In (41), virumbu, meaning „like‟, is categorised a stative psych verb whereas in (42), baya, 

meaning „fear‟, is categorised an eventive psych verb. The morpheme koɭ is compatible 

with virumbu, but not baya. This leads to an association of the compatibility of koɭ with 

different psych verbs with their aspectual characteristic of the predicate in Sundaresan 

(2012) . In other words, eventive psych verbs allow the presence of koɭ whereas koɭ with 

stative psych verbs is claimed to be ungrammatical or highly degraded at the least. The 

resultative aspect that is argued to be spelled out by koɭ is based on this data.  

 I argue that this interpretation of psych verbs does not capture the whole picture. The 

incompatibility of koɭ with virumbu need not necessarily be associated with the stative 

nature of the verb. As noted in (22) in §3.1, certain psych verbs are in- compatible with 
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local reflexivity in general as they inherently require a disjointness in the reference of the 

experiencer and the theme. Consider (43).  

(43) Raman tann - e taan - ee                        veru - ttu - konɖ -aan 

        Raman.NOM self - ACC self - EMPH  hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        „Ramani hated selfi.‟  

The verb veru, meaning „hate‟, a stative verb, does allow the presence of koɭ. In other 

words, the stative nature of the verb has no bearing on the permissibility of koɭ in a 

structure. This sentence will be incorrectly ruled out by the Sundaresan (2012) proposal. 

Further, the verb baya, meaning „fear‟ is intransitive in nature and therefore disallows a 

locally reflexive sentence. Thus, the sentence in (43) cannot be used to test the contribution 

of koɭ in local reflexive sentences, which is the focus of this paper.  

Sundaresan (2012) also notes the incompatibilty of koɭ with ‟dative subject-taking‟ psych 

verbs, as opposed to nominative subject-taking psych verbs which is along the lines of the 

data presented here. Under this analysis, the delineation of contexts is as in (44).  

(44) 
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koɭ in a ‟dative subject-taking‟ stative psych verb is ruled out by virtue of it not spelling out 

a resultative aspect head. When it comes to ‟dative subject-taking‟ eventive psych verbs, 

the ‟dative subject‟ experiencer is assumed to be externally merged in the specifier position 

of a functional head projected in the CP complex, which is merged above the PerspP and 

asymmetrically c-commands the PerspP and is thus a potential antecedent for the anaphor 

contained in the PerspP. This analysis has the advantage of being independent of the 

aspectual properties of the psych verbs.  

While the ‟dative subject-taking‟ eventive psych verbs are analysed independent of the 

AspresP projection, the analyses for the other three types of psych verbs is heavily 

dependent on the viability of the AspresP projection and by extension, the aspectual 

properties of the verbs. Such an analysis is problematic for the data presented here.  

Thus, the data presented here argues for a ‟dative subject‟ versus nominative subject 

differentiation to define a grammatical context for koɭ along the lines of the data presented 

in section 2.  

However, consider (45)-(48).  

(45)  Raman  tann-e taan-ee    madi -ccu -konɖ - aan 

Raman  self - ACC self - EMPH  esteem - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

„Ramani esteemed selfi.‟  
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(46)  *Raman - ukku  tann - e tana - kk - ee   piɖi - ccu-ko -nɖ -adu 

Raman -DAT   self -ACC self -DAT-EMPH  like- PP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

„Ramani liked selfi.‟(Intended)  

(47)  Raman         tann - e taan - ee   adisaya - ppaɖu - tti - konɖ - aan 

Raman self - ACC  self - EMPH   surprise - fall - TRANS - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

„Ramani surprised selfi.‟  

(48) *Raman - ukku tan - mele tana - kk - ee koovam-vandu-ko -nɖ -adu 

Raman - DAT SELF - loc SELF - DAT - emph anger - come - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

„Ramani was angry at selfi.‟(Intended)  

The verb madi, meaning „esteem‟, a stative psych verb allows the use of koɭ (see (45)) 

whereas pi i, meaning „like‟, also a stative verb, does not allow the use of koɭ (see (46)). 

Similarly, the verb adisayappa uttu, an eventive verb meaning „to cause surprise‟ allows 

the use of koɭ (see (47)) while the verb kovamvaa, also an eventive verb, meaning „to 

become angry‟, does not allow the use of koɭ (see (48)). 

This indicates that the stativity or the eventivity of a psych verb cannot form the basis for 

the permissibility of koɭ in psych verb constructions in the context of local reflexivity.  
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3.4 Argument Structure  

The subcategorisation possibilities for psych verbs in Tamil are enlisted in (49). 

(49)  a. NP.NOM V (see (50))  

         b. NP.NOM NP.ACC V (see (51))  

         c. NP.NOM NP.DAT V (see (52))  

         d. NP.DAT P[ NP.NOM] V (see (53))  

         e. NP.NOM P[ NP.NOM]V (see (54))  

         f. NP.NOM NP.ACC[INANIMATE] V (see (55))  

(50)  Raman varund - in - aan  

         Raman grieve - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         „Raman grieved.‟ 

(51)  Raman tann -e taan -ee    sittiravadai-sei- du-ko-nɖ-aan 

         Raman SELF - ACC SELF - EMPH  torture - do - ASP - koɭ- TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ‟Ramani tortured selfi.‟ 

(52)  Raman tana - kku taan - ee  avamaanam - unDaakk-i ko-nɖ-aan 

         Raman self - DAT self - EMPH humiliation - create - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         „Ramani caused selfi humiliation.‟  
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(53)  *Raman - ukku tann - e tana - kk - ee   piɖi - ccu -ko -nɖ -adu 

           Raman -DAT self -ACC self -DAT-EMPH  like- ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

           „Ramani liked selfi.‟(Intended)  

(54)  Raman tan - meele taan - ee paridaaba - ppa - ʈ - aan 

         Raman self-on self -EMPH pity -do - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         „Ramani pitied selfi.‟  

(55) Vaadyaar kaɳakku pareetshe - ye  sulabam - aakk - in -aar 

        teacher math exam - ACC   easy - make - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        „The teacher made the math exam easy.‟  

Out of these six frames, (49a), exemplified in (50), is not relevant to this paper because 

intransitives are inherently in- compatible with co-argument binding, which is the hallmark 

of local reflexivity. (49f), depicted in (55), does not allow the use of koɭ. This is easily 

achieved by virtue of the feature composition of the anaphor as taan can only be anteceded 

by a third person, animate NP. ‟Dative subject‟-taking psych verbs as described in (49d) 

and depicted in (53), do not allow the use of koɭ in locally reflexive constructions. Psych 

verbs of the type (49b)-(49c) and (49e) depicted in (51)-(52), (54) allow the use of koɭ in 

local reflexives in the absence of any logical conflicts (verbs that require the experiencer 

and theme to be disjoint) or morphological concerns (compound verbs formed by the 

affixing the verbal element - koɭ to a nominal to form a psych verb).  
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In other words, psych verbs that take a ‟dative subject‟ do not allow the use of koɭ in 

locally reflexive sentences while psych verbs that take a nominative subject do allow the 

use of koɭ in locally reflexive sentences. Thus, argument structure appears to be a reliable 

basis for an account of the use of koɭ to indicate local reflexivity.  

Lidz(1996) proposes that koɭ, which he labels a VERBAL REFLEXIVE MORPHEME or 

VRM, occurs in the presence of a specific argument structure representation. It proposes a 

MISMATCH HYPOTHESIS that is defined as follows:  

MISMATCH HYPOTHESIS:  

THE VRM OCCURS ONLY WHEN THE LEFT-MOST ELEMENT IN THE 

ASPECTUAL DECOMPOSITION IS NOT LINKED TO ANY ELEMENT IN 

THE THEMATIC REPRESENTATION.  

Grimshaw (1990) distinguishes between two classes of psych verbs: the fear class 

(SUBJECT EXPERIENCER) and the frighten class (OBJECT EXPERIENCER). To 

account for the incompatibility of the reflexive clitic with the frighten class of psych verbs 

in Italian as noticed in Belletti and Rizzi (1988), Lidz (1996) proposes an analysis of the 

frighten type verbs that fits with the Mismatch Hypothesis. Consider the argument 

structure representation for the construction in (56) as given in (57).  
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(56) *Gianni si preoccupa  

          Gianni REFL worries  

         „Gianni worries himself.‟  

(57)  

 

 

 

In such a construction, the left-most element in the aspectual decomposition is linked and 

thus the VRM is correctly excluded. 

When analysing a Dravidian language such as Kannada, Lidz (2001) notes that koɭ, the 

VRM in Kannada is not allowed in Dative Experiencer Constructions such as (58).  

(58) *Rashmi - ge tannu   ishta - aad - du - koɭ - utt - aaɭe 

          Rashmi - DAT self.NOM  liking - become - PP - koɭ - NPST - 3.SG.F  

          „Rashmii likes selfi.‟ (Intended)  

Following Grimshaw (1990), since the Dative argument in this construction is interpreted 

as the location of the state „like‟, it is represented in the thematic tier but not the aspectual 

tier. The predicate decomposition along the aspectual and thematic tiers for (58) will be as 

follows:  
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(59)  

  

 

Thus, the VRM koɭ is correctly ruled out in the dative experiencer constructions within the 

parameters of the Mismatch Hypothesis. Stative constructions with nominative subjects do 

occur with koɭ. Consider (51) from Tirumalesh (1994) as cited in Lidz (2001).  

(60) Rashmi tann - annu   hachi - koɭ - utt - aaɭe 

        Rashmi.NOM self - ACC  be.fond.of - koɭ - npst - 3.SG.F  

        „Rashmi is fond of self.‟  

To account for the grammaticality of (60) and the ungrammaticality of (58), Lidz (2001) 

distinguishes between nominative subject taking statives and ‟dative subject taking‟ 

statives by claiming that they have different aspectual decompositions. As mentioned 

above, the ‟dative subject‟ in dative-subject taking statives are interpreted as the location of 

the state and therefore not represented in the aspectual tier, giving rise to the aspectual tier 

in (61).  

(61) [1 state] 

On the other hand, the nominative subject taking statives are interpreted as having two 

arguments where the higher argument is understood to be in some state with respect to the 

lower argument, giving rise to the linking for (60) as in (62).  
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(62)   

 

Here, the left-most element in the aspectual tier is unlinked and therefore, the VRM is 

sanctioned. Thus, the permissibility of the VRM koɭ in nominative subject taking psych 

verb constructions is correctly predicted.  

Thus, the permissibility of koɭ in stative constructions is dependent on whether the subject 

is nominative or dative, as is borne out in the Tamil data presented in the Section 2 as well. 

However, the reason why some psych verbs take a nominative subject and some take a 

‟dative subject‟ requires further analysis.  

This section laid out a descriptive analysis of the use of koɭ with psych verbs in the context 

of local reflexivity and demonstrated that argument structure is the basis on which to 

model the use of koɭ in locally reflexive constructions. It also made a preliminary analysis 

of the account for koɭ in Lidz (1996) and explored its compatibility with the data presented 

here and found that while the Mismatch Hypothesis makes the right predictions regarding 

the data, it requires further development of the syntactic structure if it is to be viable within 

the Minimalist Program.  
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4  Conclusion  

This paper shows that dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer 

constructions pattern in a complementary manner in expressing strict local reflexivity. The 

morpheme koɭ is required to express strict local reflexivity in non- dative experiencer 

constructions whereas it is not required and is in fact not allowed in dative experiencer 

constructions. This paper explores further psych verb data and tests the viability of the 

following bases for being responsible for the grammaticality or ungrammaticality of koɭ in 

the local reflexive context.  

These are listed in (16), repeated in (63) below.  

(63) a. Morphological structure 

        b. Subject or Object Experiencer  

        c. Aspectual property of the predicate  

        d. Argument Structure  

Section 3 discussed data that argues that only a model that relies on the argument structure 

of the contentful verb such as the one in Lidz (1996) appears to capture the right 

generalization. Thus, the Lidz (1996) analysis or an independent analysis that makes 

similar predictions about the data needs to be worked out in greater detail in order to arrive 

at an explanatorily adequate account for the obligatoriness of koɭ in non-dative experiencer 

constructions and its prohibition in dative experiencer constructions.  
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Abstract 

This paper is an attempt to classify anaphoric elements in Telugu in order to annotate 

anaphors in the corpus for building an automatic anaphora resolution system. Anaphors are 

entities which get their interpretation from other element in the discourse. They can be 

classified based on their form, location and the binding principle in a language. The 

classification of anaphoric elements proves to be vital to trigger the resolution process of 

anaphors. Anaphora Resolution is a process of finding the antecedent of anaphors. The 

classification of anaphors may enable the resolution process in a number of ways. 

Elements such as pronominals, reflexives and reciprocals as anaphoric elements are 

discussed in this paper with illustrations. The annotation process and the implementation of 

anaphora resolution system using CRF++ are also discussed. 

Key Words: Anaphora Resolution, Anaphor, Anaphoric elements, Binding principles, 

Pronominals, Reflexives, Reciprocals, Annotation, Telugu, CRF++ 

 

1.  Introduction 

Anaphora resolution (AR) is often considered to be a complicated task in NLP, as it is a 

discourse level phenomenon. Halliday and Hasan (1976) define anaphora as “cohesion 

which points back to some previous item”. Languages use certain anaphoric elements to 

express anaphoricity which is a key factor for discourse coherence in languages.  This 

paper deals with classification of anaphoric elements and suitable binding rules which 

pertain to Telugu in order to build an automatic anaphoric resolution system.  
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Various attempts in building anaphora resolution system for Tamil, Bangla, Hindi and 

Malayalam are initiated, whereas a few attempts are taken up for other Indian languages 

and especially in Telugu.  Suryakanthi. et.al (2013), Sadanandam and Chandra Mohan 

(2014), Jonnalagadda, H.R. and Mamidi, R. (2015) are a few efforts in building AR system 

in Telugu. Devi and Patnaik (2008) developed a rule-based anaphoric resolution system for 

Malayalam and Hindi. Dakwale et al., (2013) and Prasad, Rashmi and Strube (2000) had 

proposed different approaches using Centering theory for Hindi. A generic anaphora 

resolution system by Devi et.al. (2014)  uses CRF++ machine learning technique for 

resolving third person anaphors. Dakwale et.al. (2014) has developed an annotation 

schema for annotating anaphora elements in corpus for Hindi.  Theoretically, Hariprasad 

M. (1998) and Subbarao & Murthy (2000) is an exhaustive work explaining anaphors in 

Telugu with different contexts in which anaphors can occur.  

2. Classification of Anaphoric Elements in Telugu 

Telugu is a south-central Dravidian language and has rich morphologically and specifically 

verbs get person-gender-number marking to agree with the subject; and nouns carries case 

markers, particles and clitics. Syntactically, it is a verb-final language and employs 

postpositions.  

In this paper, the anaphoric elements in Telugu are classified as, 

1. pronominals such as personal pronouns, a bound pronoun, possessive pronouns and 

demonstative pronouns, 
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2. Reflexives consists of emphatic pronouns and verbal reflexives and  

3. Reciprocals include nominal reciprocal and verbal reciprocal as anaphoric elements. 

The bound pronoun „tanu‟ is a special one in Telugu which is not gender specific and used 

to refer to nouns of [+singular, +human], hence it may create ambiguity in finding the 

antecedent.  In reflexives and reciprocal constructions, the verbal reflexive marker –kon- 

with verbs is used mandatorily. Emphatic pronouns (Cf. Hariprasad, 1998) which is also 

called as nominal reflexives (Cf. Subbarao & Murthy, 2000: 231) are used optionally in 

reflexive constructions in Telugu.  This classification is limited only to pronominals, 

reflexives and reciprocals. There may be many more kinds of anaphoric elements which 

are not dealt in this paper.  

  The Section 3 of this paper explains pronominals as anaphoric elements in Telugu and 

Section 4 and 5 deal with reflexives and reciprocals in Telugu respectively. 

3.  Pronominals as anaphoric elements 

  Pronominals are used as anaphoric elements when a pronominal gets its interpretation 

from some other element in the discourse. They can be sub-divided into four types based 

on their usage and the type of antecedents they refer to. The types include:  (a) Personal 

pronouns (b) Bound pronouns (c) Possessive pronouns and (d) Demonstrative pronouns.  

3.1 Personal Pronouns 

In Telugu, personal pronouns occur in three persons: first, second, and third. The table of 

personal pronouns in Telugu is mentioned below: 
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Person Singular Plural 

First person nēnu (I) mēmu (we) (inclusive)     

manamu (we) (exclusive) 

Second person  nuvvu (-hon.) (you) 

 mīru (+hon.) (you) 

mīru (you) 

Third person   vāḍu (he)  

āme (she) 

adi  (it)(distal) 

 idi  (it) (proximal) 

vāḷḷu (they )(+Human) 

avi  (they) (-Human) (distal) 

 ivi (they) (-Human) (proximal) 

       Table-1: Personal Pronouns (Cf. Krishnamurti & Gwynn, 1986: 67-85). 

Essentially, third person pronouns need to get its interpretation from its antecedent which 

is not always true for the first and second person. Due to which, this paper is mostly 

concerned with third-person pronouns and the resolution of its anaphoric counter-parts. 

The table (2) and (3) list the third-person singular masculine and feminine pronouns which 

vary according to the degree of honorificity.  

Honorificity Distal Proximate 

Very informal, impolite, intimate  vāḍu  vīḍu 

Informal, third-degree respect atanu itanu 

Formal, second-degree respect āyana īyana 

Formal, polite vāru vīru 

            Table: 2 Third person singular-masculine pronoun ‘he’ 
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          Table: 3   Third person singular-Feminine pronoun ‘she’ 

The example for third person pronouns as anaphoric elements are mentioned from [1-6] 

(i) atanu ‘he’ : 

The pronoun atanu with [+masculine, +singular] features as anaphoric element is 

mentioned in the example below. 

1.  ravii   cālā   maMci-vāḍu.  atanui     rāju-ki cālā rojula-gā   

 ravi.NOM   very good-3.SG.M.   he.NOM  raju-DAT many days  

 paricayaM      

 acquaintance      

       „Ravi is very good. Raju knows him from many days.‟ 

Honorificity Distal Proximate 

very informal, impolite,intimate adi idi 

Informal, third-degree respect āme īme 

Formal, second-degree respect āviḍa  īviḍa 

Formal, polite vāru  vīru 
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In the above sentence, atanu is an anaphoric pronoun which has „ravi’ as its antecedent. It 

should be noted that „atanu’ here, requires antecedent outside the local domain (clause), 

though „rāju’ can be the potential antecedent (antecedent with matching PNG features).  

(ii) āme ‘she’ 

The pronoun ‘āme’ [+feminine, +singular] of third person pronoun used as the anaphoric 

element is given below: 

2. kamala-ki  vimalai BaMDuvu avu-tuMdi. kāni kamala 

 kamala-DAT vimala.NOM relative become-3.SG.F but kamala.NOM 

 āmei-tō mātlāḍ-a-du.     

 she-ASS talk-NEG-PST-3.SG.F     

       ‘Vimala is Kamala’s relative. But Kamala does not talk to her’ 

The pronoun ‘āme’ in the above example refers to vimala, but not kamala though kamala 

has also the potential antecedent properties i.e  +feminine, +singular . The form „vimala’ is 

selected as the antecedent because personal pronouns require the antecedent to be outside 

the local domain. 

(iii)  adi ‘it’ 

The pronoun adi in Telugu is a pronoun which has three different usages.  

a) adi as [+human, +feminine, +singular, +third person] 

b) adi as [+neuter, +singular, +third person] 

c)  adi as a demonstrative pronoun. 
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The examples of third person pronoun „adi’ as [+human, +feminine, +singular] & [+neuter, 

+singular] as anaphoric elements are mentioned below.  

a)  adi  „she‟  +human, +feminine, +singular, +third person]  

3. rānii ravi-ki maradalu  avu-tuM-di. ravi-ki 

 Rani.NOM Ravi-DAT cross-cousin become-PST-3.SG.F Ravi-DAT 

 adii-anṭe cālā iSṭaM.   

 she-QUO very like   

 „Rani is the cross-cousin of Ravi. Ravi likes her.‟ 

In example (3) rāni „Rani‟, which is in the non-local domain, is the antecedent of the 

anaphoric element adi „it‟. 

b) adi [+neuter, +singular, +third person]  

 The anaphoric element adi „it‟ in example-(4) refers to baMḍi „bike‟. 

4. rāni-daggara baMḍii uMdi. kāni āme-ki 

 rani-near bike be-3.SG.F but she-DAT 

 adii naḍapa-ḍoM rādu.   

 it.ACC drive-NF no   

         ‘Rani has a bike but does not know how to drive it’ 

c.  adi as a demonstrative pronoun 

The form „adi’ as a demonstrative pronoun is discussed in section 3.4 of this paper. 
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(iv)  vāllu ‘they’ 

The following example explicates the use of vāllu „they‟  +human, +plural  as an 

anaphoric element.  

5. [liMḍa, prakāS i maMci snehitu-lu. vāllai  iddari-ki 

 linda.NOM, Prakash.NOM good friend-PL they-OBL two-DAT 

 kalisi samayaM gaḍapa-ḍoM iSṭaM.  

 meet time spend-GER like  

 „Linda and Prakash are good friends. They like to spend time together.‟ 

 In the above examples, liMḍa ‘Linda‟ and prakāS ‘Prakash‟ are the antecedents of vāllu 

„they‟. As observed in the above examples, vāllu „they‟ requires its antecedent to be in the 

non-local domain. 

(v) avi ‘they’ 

The third person pronoun avi „they‟  +neuter, +plural  as anaphoric element is given with 

the examples below: 

6. āvu-lu polam-lo mēta vēstunnāyi. avi 

 cow-PL.NOM field-LOC Grass eat-PROG-3.PL they.NOM 

 rāmuḍi-vi.     

 ram-3.PL.M     

          ‘Cows are grazing in the field. They belong to Ram’ 

In example (6), avi „they‟ refers to āvulu „cows‟.  
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By observing examples (1)-(6), the following binding principle for personal pronouns is 

proposed.  

The binding principle for personal pronouns 

The antecedent of the personal pronouns can be any potential antecedent 

outside the clause i.e. non-local domain.   

3.2 Bound Pronoun  

Telugu has a special pronoun i.e. tanu „he she‟ which is called as a bound pronoun. The 

bound pronoun occurs in the subject, object and indirect object position similar to other 

pronouns. It is not marked for gender and used for third person [+human]. This pronoun is 

called as a „bound‟ pronoun as it has features of both [+anaphoric & +pronominal]. (Cf. 

Subbarao and Saxena, 1987). Here, [+anaphoric] means it can be bound locally and 

[+pronominal] indicates non-local binding.  

  tanu as  [+anaphoric]  

Example (7) indicates the occurrence of ‘tanu’ as [+anaphoric]. 

7. maunikai snēhiturāluj āme*i/j/k   /  tanu*i/j/*k telivai-Mdi-ani 

 mounika.POSS friend.NOM she.NOM she/he.NOM clever-PST-QUO 

 anukon-tuM-di.     

 think-PROG-3.SG.F     

 „Mounika‟s friend thinks that she is clever‟ 
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In the above sentence, āme „she‟ can refer to either snehiturālu „friend‟ or any other third 

person outside the discourse whereas tanu „she he‟ cannot have its antecedent outside the 

discourse instead should refer to some participant which is short-distance from it. It entails 

that tanu „he she‟ cannot have any long-distance antecedent like regular pronouns. 

Subbarao & Saxena (1987) argues that „tanu’ behaves like an anaphoric element as shown 

in the above example. 

  tanu  as  [+pronominal]  

The form tanu has features of a pronominal and it can act as a regular personal pronoun. 

Consider an example- (8) 

8. lakSmii-ki kōpam ekkuva. aMdu-valla tanai-ku 

 lakshmi-DAT anger more  that-reason marker she-DAT 

 snēhitu-lu takkuva.    

 friend-PL less    

 „Lakshmi has short temper because of that she has fewer friends‟ 

The form tanu behaves like a pronominal due to the fact that only pronominals can have 

long-distance binding.  

In the example (9) taken from (Wali et. al., 1991), tāmu i.e. the plural form of tanu can 

have split antecedent and anaphors cannot have split antecedents.   
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In certain cases, the verb agreement helps in disambiguating the antecedent as shown in the 

example (10).   

10. lakSmii ramēSj iMti-ki veḷḷ-iM-di tanu*i/j 

lakshmi.NOM  ramesh house-DAT go-PST-3.SG.F  she/he.NOM 

cālā  Santōśa    

very happy  felt-PST-3.SG.M   

          'Lakshmi went to Ramesh‟s house. He felt very happy.' 

In example (10), tanu can refer to both lakSmi „Lakshmi‟ and rameS „Ramesh‟. If the 

pronoun alone is considered, it creates ambiguity. In order to resolve this ambiguity, the 

agreement on verb is considered. The suffix -ḍu in paḍḍ-ā-ḍu expresses third person-

singular-masculine agreement with the subject rameS „Ramesh‟ and not lakSmi „Lakshmi‟. 

The above examples (7-10) prove that „bound pronoun‟ in Telugu behaves both as 

[+anaphoric, +pronominal] and requires a different set of binding principles, unlike 

pronouns or anaphors. The binding principles for „tanu’ is given below. 

9 vāsui tāmuij picci-vāllamu ani kamalaj-tō ceppā-ḍu. 

 vasu.NOM they-DAT crazy-3.PL.INCL QUO kamala-ASS say-PST-3.SG.F 

 „Vasu told to kamala that we are crazy‟ 
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3.3 Possessive Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns behaves as anaphoric elements when they refer to the other 

pronominal or nominal phrase in the sentence. The following possessive pronouns behave 

as anaphoric elements in Telugu. 

Person Singular Plural 

Third vāḍi (his) 

āme (her) 

tana (his/her) 

vāḷḷa (their) [+human] 

tama (their) [+human] 

vāṭi (their) [+neuter] 

Table- 4 Possessive Pronouns 

When tanu occurs in its possessive form as in the example (11), the antecedent is always 

found within the clause i.e. locally-bound; unlike āme „she‟ as in the example (12), where 

it   can have  potential antecedents  within the clause or outside the clause matching PNG 

features, thus shows ambiguity.  

 

 

The binding Principle for Bound pronoun: 

(i) When ‘tanu‟ is a bound pronoun, it requires its antecedent in the 

local domain.  

(ii) When „tanu‟ is a personal pronoun, it has its antecedent in the non-

local domain. 
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11. sītai     tanai/*j  snehiturāli   pustakaM   tīsuk-uM-di.  

sita.NOM     she.OBL   friend-POSS       Book take-PST-3SG  

„Sita took her friend‟s book.‟ 

The binding principle for possessives 

(i) When tanu occurs in possessive form, the immediate potential (PNG feature 

matching) pronominal or nominal phrase preceding can be the antecedent within the 

clause. 

(ii) other  possessive pronouns can have the potential pronominal or nominal phrase 

within the clause or outside the clause with matching PNG features as antecedents 

12. 

 

 

sītai āmei/j          snehiturāli gaḍiyaram tīsukunn-a-di. 

sita.NOM he.POSS  friend.POSS Watch take-PST-3SG.F 

„She took her friend‟s watch‟ 

                                  

3.4    Demonstrative Pronouns  

Demonstrative pronouns can also act as anaphoric elements in Telugu. Forms such as adi 

„that‟ and idi „this‟ are demonstrative pronouns in Telugu. adi „that‟ as a demonstrative 

pronoun is shown in the example (13).  
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13. sīta cālā  [durusu-ga pravartiMciM-di]i. adii 

sita.NOM  very  stubborn-ADV behave-PST-3SG.F  that.NOM  

gīta-ki    nacc-a-ledu.    

geeta-DAT  like-PST-NEG    

          „Sita behaved very stubbornly. Geeta did not like it‟.     

Here, adi „that‟ is not considered as a personal pronoun, because it is not referring to an 

entity but to the whole clause. This usage of demonstrative pronoun requires world 

knowledge for disambiguation. 

4. Reflexives as anaphoric elements 

In languages, reflexives are formed either using a nominal reflexive or a verbal reflexive or 

both.  In Telugu, reflexive constructions are formed mandatorily using the verbal reflexive 

(VR) marker (-kon-) and optionally occurs with the emphatic pronouns. The reasons for 

calling nominal reflexives (Cf. Subbarao, 2000: 220) as emphatic pronouns are 

 They are optionally used in the reflexive constructions. 

 They functionally operate as emphatic elements if they occur in reflexive 

constructions. 

The binding principle for demonstrative Pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns can have the immediate clause as its antecedent.   
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Emphatic pronouns occur in the bipartite
 
structure (eg. tana-ni (tānu) „himself herself‟) in 

which the second part of the pronoun is again optional. The first part of the emphatic 

pronoun takes the case marker of the object or indirect object depending on the position it 

occurs. (See 14-19). The second part of the reduplicated emphatic pronoun takes the case 

of the subject. This phenomenon of taking the case of the subject is called as case-copying. 

(Subbarao, 2012: 89).  Reflexives are commonly found in the nominative subject 

constructions and the dative subject constructions in Telugu. 

4.1 Emphatic pronouns in Nominative Subject Constructions 

Examples for the first person (14), second person (15) and third person (16) emphatic 

pronouns occurring in direct-object position in nominative subject constructions are given 

below: 

14. nenui (nan-nu (nenu))i addaM-lo cūsu-konn-ā-nu. 

 I.NOM EMPH(1.SG.)-ACC  

EMPH(1.SG.).NOM 

mirror-LOC see-VR-PST-1.SG 

 „I saw myself in the mirror‟ 

 

15. nuvvui (nin-nu (nuvvu))i addaM-lo cūsukonn-ā-vu. 

 you.NOM EMPH(2.SG.)-ACC 

EMPH(2.SG.).NOM 

mirror-LOC see-VR-PST-2.SG 

 „You saw yourself in the mirror‟ 
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16. gītai (tana-ni (tānu))i   koṭṭu-kon-di. 

gita.NOM  EMPH-ACC EMPH.NOM  beat-VR-3.SG.F 

       „Geeta beat herself‟ 

 

The example (17) shows the occurrence of emphatic pronoun in indirect object position. 

17. vāḍui (tana-ki (tanu))i penu iccu-konn-ā-ḍu. 

 he.NOM EMPH-DAT EMPH.NOM pen-ACC give-VR-PST-3.SG.M 

           „He gave a pen to himself‟ 

However, when the subject is an experiencer of an action in nominative-accusative 

constructions, the verb does not occur with -kon- suffix and this situation demands the 

emphatic pronouns presence obligatorily (see example 18 & 19). 

18. vāḍu tana-ni tanu marcipōy-ā-ḍu.  

he.NOM EMPH-ACC EMPH.NOM forget-PST-3.SG.M  

„He forgot himself‟ 

 

 

 

 

19. vāḍu vāḍi-ni vāḍu istapaḍḍ-ā-ḍu/*istapad-konn-āḍu. 

he.NOM he-ACC he  like-PST-3.SG.M 

       „He liked himself‟ 
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4.2 Emphatic Pronouns in Dative Subject Constructions 

 The formation of reflexives in nominative subject constructions is however different from 

dative subject constructions. The verbal reflexive marker (-kon-) is absent in the dative 

subject constructions (See the example, 20). “This seems to be a property of the 

construction rather than a morphological property of the verbs that occur in this 

construction” (Amritavalli, 2000: 54). A possible conclusion is that the experiencer subject 

constructions (as in 18, 19 & 20) cannot have syntactically generated -kon. A verb already 

marked with lexical -kon cannot be again marked by reflexive -kon; e.g., anukonu 'to think' 

cannot be marked a second time when the object of the verb is a reflexive argument (cf. 

Subbarao, 2012).   

20. vāḍi-ki tana-mīda tana-ki kōpam vacc-iM-di/*vaccu-kon-di. 

he-

DAT 

EMPH-on EMPH-

DAT 

anger come-PST-3.SG.N 

„He is angry at himself‟ 

 

There are other emphatic forms in Telugu which do not occur in the argument positions as 

shown in example (20, 21 & 22). 

21. mīna ā pani-ni svayam-gā       cēs-iM-di. 

meena.NOM that work-ACC EMPH   do-PST-3.SG.F 

„Meena did it by herself‟ 
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22. mīna ā      pani-ni tana-antaṭa tānu   cēs-iM-di. 

meena.NOM  that work-ACC     EMPH do-PST-3.SG.F 

„Meena did it by herself‟ 

                        

 

The binding principle for reflexives in Telugu 

Let α1 as the first part of the emphatic pronoun and α2 as the second part. β as the verbal 

reflexive marker. 

(i) The antecedent of α1 and α2 is the subject either in the nominative or dative 

constructions, if and only if β is present. 

(ii) The antecedent of α1 is also the subject when α2 is not overtly present if and only if 

β is present.           

 

 

 

 

23. mīna ā pani-ni tana maṭuku tānu cēs-iM-di. 

meena.NOM that work-ACC   EMP do-PST-3.SG.F 

         ‘Meena did it by herself’ 
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5. Reciprocals as anaphoric elements  

The reciprocal constructions in Telugu are also formed like reflexives with the verbal 

suffix –kon-. The nominal reciprocal form is okaru-CM okaru „one  +human -CM one 

 +human ‟, okaḷḷu-CM + okaḷḷu okaru „one  +human,+plural -CM one[+human, +plural]. 

It has a bipartite structure. The reciprocal constructions are formed using the nominal 

reciprocal as well as the verbal reciprocal obligatorily as in (24).                                                        

 

   

 

 

In the example (25), the case marker -ni is replaced with pustakaM as it occurs in the 

object position. Here, the nominal reciprocal occurs in the modifier position of pustakaM.  

 

                                                                                                                  

The binding principle for reciprocals in Telugu 

          Let α as the nominal reciprocal.  β as the verbal reflexive marker. 

           The subject is the antecedent of α in the presence of β. 

                   

24. vāḷḷui      [okari-ni okaru]i  cūsu-kunn-ā-ru. 

they.NOM    one-ACC one.NOM see-VR-PST-3PL 

       „They saw each other‟ 

25.   vāḷḷui   [okaḷḷa pustakaM okaḷḷu]i   caduv-konn-ā-ru. 

they.NOM      one.POSS book one.NOM     read-SBEN-PST-3.PL 

       „They read each other‟s‟ books‟ 
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6. Anaphoric Annotation and Implementation in Telugu: 

The annotation process begins with the identification of different kinds of anaphoric 

elements in Telugu as discussed in section 2-5.  The corpus is pre-processed with shallow 

parsing such as morphological analysed, POS tagged and chunked. The following tags are 

used in the annotation process. 

 AnaId (Identification of the anaphor) - This stage involves identification of 

anaphors with the tag „anaId‟ in the corpus. The tag marks an anaphor with the unique ID.  

 Ana_antId (Identification of antecedent) - This stage involves finding the 

appropriate antecedent of the anaphor with the tag „ana_antId‟ as antecedents to anaphors 

having anaId.  

Anaphora resolution requires the corpus to be coherent with a considerable amount of 

anaphors. Hence the corpus is taken from a novel, mouna vipanci „silent flute‟ by 

Saraswathi (2011). The corpus description of the novels used for this paper is given in 

Table (5). 

Total number of sentences 2029 

Total number of words 17730 

Total number of unique words 6073 

Total number of   pronouns 1175 

Total number of anaphoric pronouns 900 

Total number of non-anaphoric pronouns 275 

Table 5: Corpus statistics for Anaphora Annotation 
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Table (6) lists the anaphoric elements and the number of occurrences after annotation. 

Sl.No Types of anaphors Number of Occurrences 

1 Pronominals 886 

Personal pronouns 638 

Bound pronoun tanu 

   tanu as emphatic pronoun 

   tanu as personal pronouns 

97 

11 

86 

Possessive pronouns 121 

Demonstrative pronouns 30 

2. Reflexive Construction: 

Emphatic pronoun 

8 

3. Reciprocal Construction: 

Nominal reciprocal 

6 

 Total 900 

Table 6: Types of Anaphora and their occurrences 

The data annotated for the resolution purpose is further trained using a machine learning 

technique called CRF++. CRF++ training is based on a feature learning template which is 

generated using the training file. This template is used to automatically assign the 

antecedents for anaphors for any new corpus. The system hence developed shows the 

precision of 27.8% and a recall of 87.7%. The precision is very low due to the 

identification of non-anaphoric pronouns as anaphors and failure in the preprocessing 

tools.  
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7.   Conclusion  

This paper is work on the classification of anaphoric elements for computational purposes. 

In addition to the classification, the binding principles for each anaphoric element are 

clearly stated. This paper is a theoretical base for the annotation phase which is a key for 

implementing an anaphora resolution system. Therefore, every binding principle is used in 

the annotation phase for resolution and disambiguation of the possible antecedent 

candidates. The annotated data is also implemented and as results shown the further 

improvement of preprocessing tools and annotation will give better results.  

Abbreviations  

ACC -Accusative case marker, ADJ-Adjective, ADV-Adverbializer, AGR-Agreement, 

ASS- Associative case marker, AUX-Auxilary, BEN-Benefactive, CM-Case Marker, 

DAT-Dativecase marker, EMPH-Emphatic marker, F-Feminine, GER-Gerundival form, 

HON-Honorific, IN-Infinitive, INTF-Intensifier, LOC-Locative, M-Masculine, N-Neuter, 

NEG-Negative, NF-Non-finite, NOM-Nominative case marker, OBL-Oblique, PL-Plural, 

PNG-Person Number Gender, POSS-Possessive case marker, PROG-Progressive marker, 

PRS-Present tenseMarker, PST-Past tense marker, SG-Singular, QUO-Quotative, VREC-

Verbal Reciprocal, VREF-verbal reflexive 
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